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I dedicate this book to the innocent Syrians
whohave been unjustly killed in thename of Islam.
I pray that Allah Almighty accepts them with His

Infinite Mercyand Forgiveness
and grants their families patience and comfort.
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Honorific Phrases in Arabic

j§& (Salla-llahu 'alayhi wa sallam) an invocation of Allah's
blessings and peace upontheProphet Muhammad: "Allah's
blessings andpeace be uponhim"

3Jg£: ('Alayhis-salatn) an invocation of Allah's blessings and
peace upon a Prophet or an angel: "May peace be upon
him"

23& ('Alayhimus-salam) an invocation of Allah's blessings
and peace upon three or more Prophets: "May peace be
upon them"

,!& (Radiyallahu 'anhu) an invocation of Allah's pleasure
with a male Companion of the Prophet: "May Allah be
pleased with him"
%. (Radiyallahu 'anha) an invocation of Allah's pleasure
with a female Companion of the Prophet: "May Allah be
pleased with her"
$ft (Radiyallahu 'anhuma) an invocation of Allah's pleasure
with a two Companions of the Prophet: "May Allah be
pleased with both of them"



Preface

islam has never been challenged from theinside as it isbeing now.
Scholars are therefore obliged to respond, and their response should
be intellectual. The ideology of ISIS is based on a complex system of
fallacies that cut the sacred texts from their context, and on a series of
devious stratagems that select fromthe corpus of the lawwhat satisfies
their twisted minds.

There is a plethora of proofs to destroy the allegations of ISIS and
expose theirmanipulation of theShariah (Islamic law), but knowledge
of these proofs is confined to the classical texts and is generally
inaccessible to the average Muslim reader.

From recognizing this void sprung forth the idea of writing this
book—to offer a handbook that clarifies the position of Sunni Islam
towards ISIS anditsatrocities. It isalso thefirst attempt tointellectually
defy ISIS, not only by offering a decisive rebuttal to their feeble
narrative but also by defining the theological standing of the group
and the legal status of their self-declared caliphate. Thisbookproceeds
through a series of carefully constructed arguments, proving that the
so-called "Islamic State" is neither Islamic nor a state, but rather a
deviant group of gangsters driven by anger, hatred, and a thirst for
power, using Islam as a pretense to reach theirgoals.

This book was written in February 2015 and first published first in
Arabic inJune of thesame year. I subsequently rendered thebookinto
English. Although it isanadvantage forany authorto translate hisown
work, thereisalways theappetite to expand theoriginal text, especially
when the audience or the styledictates so. Nevertheless, I maintained
the same order of chapters and quotes, but added a few points
which were raised in a recent interview about the status of religious
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REFUTING ISIS

minorities under Islamic governance, specifically as to whether they
must embrace Islam or face execution, or, according to the majority
of thejurists, maintain their beliefs and be citizens in their countries,
living peacefully side by side with Muslims and other groups.

Refuting ISISisaimedat five different groups: (i) Muslimyouth who
are being influenced by the propaganda of ISIS, with no alternative
rejoinders (2) Common Muslims who are seeking answers to the new
theological and legal challenges brought by ISIS (3) New recruits
within ISIS, to help them defect by proving to them that ISIS has
strayed from Islam and that the oath of allegiance to its leader is void
(4) The fighters of the Free Syrian Army (FSA) in Syria, the Muslim
pilots from the alliances against ISIS, and their families, as many of
themarewonderingabout thelegitimacy of waragainst their "Muslim
brothers" and whether they die as martyrs for ajust cause. Some FSA
brigades were hesitating in their fight against ISIS, but after it was
explained to them some of what has been included in this book, they
became firmly convinced that fighting ISIS is a religious obligation.
This group benefitted from the Arabic version of the book. (5) The
western audience, academics, journalists, politicians, and the public,
the majority of whom have always admired Islamasa set of tenets and
a religion of peace and civility, but when faced with the practices of
ISIS, took pause as they wondered where the Muslim scholars are and
why theyare silent. Many in theWest have heard Muslim figures in the
media disassociating true Islamfrom the actions of ISIS, however for
intellectuals that in itself was not convincing enough; the voice of an
expert and scholar was required in order to digout the treasures of the
Islamic legal system and present proofs which undeniably refute the
allegations of ISIS and demonstrate its fallacies.

There are several elements in the ideology of ISIS that contribute
to itsextremist views and practices. Some may be derived from Sayyid
Qutb'sworksand the hard-line Muslim Brotherhood (MB) movement;
some may have stemmed from the Salafi movement, which gave birth
to what is known today as Jihadi Salaflsm. Nonetheless, I have not
engaged in tracing the origins of ISIS' ideology, as this work does not
aim to present a historical study or a political analysis. Our work is
an attempt to present the views of Sunni Islam, the religion of the
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Preface

majority of Muslims in the world today, concerning the challenges
presented by ISIS, presenting views which are supported by classical
texts andmajorworks in the corpus of Islamic law.

Salafism in itself is of two types: (i) Salafism in dogma, which
constitutes an independent theological school, with Ibn Taymiyya as
its leading ideologue, whose beliefs tend toward anthropomorphism;
and(2) Salafism in law (fiqh), which ischaracterized byrebelling against
the four Sunnischools of Islamic law (tnadhabs) and calling people to
consider the Quran and the Prophetic Traditions as the only sources
of legislation, thus discarding the legacy of the four schools and their
centuries of scholarship, at times going to the extent of ridiculing
their adherents. The Salafi movement was strengthened in the late 19th
and early 20th centuries by Muhammad Abduh (d. 1905) and Rashid
Rida (d. 1935). Saudi Arabia strictly follows the Hanbali school, so
its Salafism is limited to theology while recognizing the other three
schools of law. ISIS, on the other hand, rebels against allof the schools
of Islamic law, andagainst mostSalafi interpretations, while adhering
to Ibn Taymiyya in his theological views. Thislack of an authorityin
legislation, coupled with theabsence of amajor reference or manual of
lawin the hands of ISIS'judges and Shariah personnel, hasled almost
every fighter placed in charge of asituation to present acontrived legal
ruling based on his own understanding of the Quran and Tradition,
mostoftenselecting thequotes whichseemingly validate theirvengeful
ill will.The brutality, savagery, andbarbarity we have witnessed from
this group is a testimony to the inherent danger of giving ignorant
fanatics the authority to do the job of the great independent legal
authorities (mujtahids), a status which even great figures such as al-
Ghazali and al-Nawawi could not claim.

Therefore, we shouldconcede that the extremepractices of ISIS are
a directresultof the breaking of the undeclared authority of the Sunni
doctors of law. The movement which interrupted their authority has
developed for wellover a century and has been strengthened by two
factors. First, the marginalization of traditional Islam at the hands of
secular governments in mostparts of the Islamic world(withMorocco
beingan exception due to the Islamic authorityits monarchs assumed
over the centuries). Second, the rise of political Islamic movements,
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REFUTING ISIS

whichoften adopteda Salafist approach in the course of their rebellion
against the authority of the ' Ulama (scholars) whom they consider an
obstacle to the establishment of their own Islamic state and the classical

institutions of Sunni Islam, such as al-Azhar.

Despite the criticism they have received, and despite all of the
opinions which may seem irrelevant in today's practice of Islam, the
four Sunni schools of law remain the safeguard from the disarray we
witness today. There are several reasons for this. First, these schools
bear the seed of development as they set forth a group of principles
and a collection of governing legal rules which allow them to evolve
from within the school itself according to changing conditions in
every specific time and place. Imam al-Shafi'i, for example, changed
most of his legal opinions when he migrated to Egypt. Furthermore,
in every school of law there is the old camp and the new camp whose
opinions in many cases may be conflicting. In the Maliki school of
law, and specifically, in the works of Imam al-Shatibi, you find the
principle of Maqasid al-Shari'a, meaning the higher purposes and goals
of the law,whichgive the legislator the authority to even freeze a text
and act against it, an example being when the Caliph 'Umar halted the
application of the penalty for theft during a year of famine.

It isin these schools that wefind theprinciples and the precedence to
counter the extreme practices of ISIS which it attributes to the Shariah.
Readers will see in this book several examples to illustrate this point,
but let me elaborate here on one specific example regarding Islamic
penalties: the Hanafi school of law tooktheopinion that legal penalties
(httdttd) cannot be implemented in a time of ignorance, and the Shafi'i
school of law stated that penalties cannot be implemented if there is
fear that the accused may abscond to theenemy or leave Islam entirely.

The readers of this book will see quotes and anecdotes that have
never been mentioned or highlighted in our Islamic discourse today.
I selected from only the reliable, classical books of law and presented
them as samples to show the real character of Islam and its inherent
principles of tolerance andmutualrespect for allof humanity. In order
to refute ISIS anddestroy their arguments, I have followed in thisbook
a method of bringing a sounder proof or a more reliable text, which
youmay call acounter-narrative. I donot engage in detailed discussion
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Preface

and analysis of ISIS' arguments, as this book is meant to be brief, easy
to read, and mainly provide ordinary Muslims with strong arguments
against ISIS. However, a thorough critical look into ISIS' proofs is
complete and was deliberately not included in this book, as it would
goagainst the basic purpose of the book and the ease with which it can
be read and understood by every youngMuslim.
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Introduction

Praise be to Allah, Lord ofthe Worlds, and prayers and peace be upon
Our Master Muhammad, the Seal ofProphets, sent as a mercy to the

worlds, and upon his Family and allhis Companions.

a number of questions were sent to me in the past few months
regarding the group known as "TheIslamic State," to which the media
typically refers with the initials "ISIS," which stands for "The Islamic
State in Iraq and Syria," or "ISIL," which stands for "The Islamic State
in Iraq and the Levant." Seven questions were posed to me:

i. Is the declaration of a caliphate by ISIS valid?
2. Are the crimesof ISIS justified in Islam?
3. Does ISIS represent Sunni Islam?
4. Are Muslims allowed to fight against ISIS?
5. Where does the ideology of ISIS come from?
6. What is Islam's position on fighting ISIS?
7. How do we protect our youth from being brainwashed by

the ideology of ISIS?

A number of brigades in Syria have resorted to fighting against
these extremists, which has distracted many of them fromjihad against
the Assad regime, leading to the martyrdom of some amongst them.
Likewise, a number of Muslim nations have declared war against this
notoriously dangerous group. Fighters in Syria and other Arab nations
have also enquired about the ruling of this fighting and the status of
whoever is killed in these battles—particularly, they are asking if they
are martyrs?

Forsome time,discussions have been takingplace in thepublic sphere
regarding thestatus of pilots who participate in thewaragainst ISIS, and
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Introduction

while many famous scholars have hesitated ingiving aruling, some did
noteven consider those killedwhile fighting ISIS as martyrs—a position
which I refute in this book. Similarly, wherever I go, I often field
questions from the public aboutIslam's position regarding the heinous
crimes perpetrated by members of this group in the name of Islam.
Furthermore, anumber of non-Muslims have questioned the stance of
SunniIslam regarding theactions of ISIS. Given thefalse categorization
of ISIS' followers as Sunni Muslims that has been proliferated in the
public psyche, many non-Muslims are seeking clarity as to whatdegree
theviews andactions of ISIS represent Sunni Islam. The need forclarity
isintensified bythe fact thatanumber of western media outletsjump at
the opportunity to promote a false equivalency between the ideology
of ISIS andtheposition of mainstream Muslims, aprominent example
beingFox News. Thesemedia outlets have found substantial material
in this group's fatwas, stances, and crimes to promote a fear of Islam
amongst thewestern masses, in a timewherethe tideof moderate Islam
in thewestisrising, as isthenumberof those enteringthefaith.

Due to the gravity of the subject and my obligation to expound
upon the ruling of Allah Almighty concerning it, I have compiled
this concise book and made it a detailed fatwa explaining the legal
ruling of fighting the Khawarij generally and ISIS specifically.
Through systematically constructed arguments and proofs, I derive
the conclusions that ISIS' actions arein complete contradiction to the
Shariah, that their claims to a caliphate are invalid, and that fighting
against them is a legal obligation for those in the region in order to
dismantle their criminalentity.

The Khawarij are a sect which appeared in the first centuryof Islam
and have manifested throughout the centuries since. It deviated from
mainstream Islam andwas known forkilling Muslims underallegations
oftakfir, whichmeans accusing aMuslim of becoming anapostate. This
sect was described in numerous Prophetic Traditions (hadith), which
I detail in the second chapter of this book. According to the words
of Prophet Muhammad J^, the followers the Khawarij are described
as "the dogs of Hell," and "the worst of both men and animals."
Although the historical sect of the Khawarij does not exist today, we
have clear proofs in the Prophetic Traditions that it would emerge
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REFUTING ISIS

at various times throughout the centuries of Islam. The comparison
between the crimes and practices of ISIS and the description of the
Khawarij mentioned in the words (hadith) of the Prophet proves my
conclusion that ISIS is the modern-day Khawarij, implying that its
followers are deviators and that fighting themisobligatory.

It is important to note at this juncture that the oath of allegiance
to al-Baghdadi is void, as I shall demonstrate. This group, despite
being called a state, is not a state from a Shariah point of view, and
irrespective of its attribution to Islam it has no connection to it.

ISIS uses Islam and fanciful notions ofjihad to recruit the youth and
deceive Muslims around the world who feel oppressed by conjuring
dreams of establishing an Islamic State from China to the Atlantic that
would protect their interests. The question is, do ISIS' followers not
realize that their mission is impossible to achieve? The answerisclearly
no, because they live in a world of false prophecies and delusions,
believing a miracle will enable them to emerge victorious. For this
reason, they are happy to destabilize the region, tear Syria and Iraq
apart, draw the USA into a military intervention, and provoke Iran.

By fighting the world, they have an underlying goal that we should
never allow to happen: to provoke the West against the Muslimworld,
thusgivinglegitimacy to their fight andan impetus for angry Muslims
to join their cause. Several Western governments have been aware of
this fact, as evidenced in the words of many high level officials and
policy experts.1

It is also worth drawing the reader's attention to the overwhelming
suspicion surrounding this group, its instigators, its alliances, and its
objectives. Who is behind ISIS? How did it succeed in dominating
Mosul and Ramadi? Why does it target the militias fighting the Assad
regime in Syria? Why is it attempting to eradicate any history in the
region through demolishing relics? Why is it propelling minorities to
migrate from the region? Why is it persecuting Sunni Muslims? Why
is it sparking hatred between sects andsowingdissension between clans
that have lived harmoniously for centuries?2 Why is it making deals
with the same Syrian regime that it professes to oppose?3

These are all questions that raise significant doubt and suspicion,
emphasizing the point that perhaps there are nefarious strategists
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behind the rise of ISIS, and that Islam is nothing but a cloak worn
by this group to fulfil ulterior motives, thereby distorting the image
of Islam in the public conscious and portraying it as a barbaric
religion far removed from civilization, humanity, mercy, andjustice.
Unsurprisingly, testimonies have been uncovered that disclose the
extent of al-Baghdadi's ignorance of Islamic law, his extremism, and
his incompetence.

I have concluded by explaining some of the necessary legal rulings
linked to Muslims in treaty countries and non-Muslims in Muslim
countries. In thiscontext, I have further uncovered this group's public
contravention of the Shariah and its deliberate distortion of Islam by
violating contracts, deceiving foreign visitors to Syria who must be
protected, and terrorizing the population at large.

I have aimed for brevity as much as possible, for the goal of this
book is to be easy to read, easy to digest, andeasily circulated to allow
the masses to benefit from it. I avoided detail in a number of issues

where further depthcanbefound in other publications.
One of the most important intentions of this bookis to clarify the

position of the Shariah in contradistinction to the distortions made by
the extremists and the ignorant, just as Allah Almighty obligates us to
do. For this reason, I have endeavoured to explain away anyambiguities
by presenting appropriate evidences in every instance from the Quran,
the Sunna,and the wordsof thejurists.

Another primary intention behind this bookis to educate andrescue
innocent young men and women who are deceived into travelling
from various countries tojoin ISIS. They come with idealized dreams
of an Islamic state that are abruptly shattered when they behold a
contemptible gang of criminals. Many of them eventually try to flee
from this group's dictatorship. They are encouraged to repent and
return to their roots, for the repentant arelikethe sinless.

I have closely followed the proofs this group has published and
disseminated, such as the book entitled, Informing Mankind of the
Emergence ofthe Islamic State, so that I do not err in my fatwa or issue
an unjust ruling. We know what they claim and what they have been
accused of, so I have distinguished between what they say and what
is said regarding them. Conceptualization takes precedence over the
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verdict; the former is the foundation while the latter is a branch of it.
Al-Akhdarisaid:

The perception ofasingle meaning is called conception
The perception ofthe relation between two is known asjudgement
Thefirst should always be mentioned before the second
Because it naturally precedes it

I have read the books and proofs penned in refutation of this group,
some of which are written by scholars of the Salafi-Jihadi movement.
I have used their statements as proofs to substantiate my conclusions
further, albeit not as a basis of my arguments.

Based on the obligation to raise public awareness, I call on
sermonizers, preachers, and teachers in mosques and institutions in
Syria and across the world to explain these rulings to the masses. It is
an obligation to shed light on these ambiguities, and impermissible to
leave people exposed to uncertainties anddoubts on grave issues of this
nature.

ISIS is instigating a vast propaganda campaign and justifying the
heinous crimes it is committing under the pretext of supporting
Islam and implementing the Shariah, thereby attracting the hearts of
many of the laity. Every imam, speaker, and teacherof faith in Islamic
institutions and colleges carries a responsibility before Allah Almighty
to rescue them from the clutches of disbelief, misguidance, death, and
destruction.

Likewise, I urge the media to spread this fatwa, communicate its
contents, and establish seminars on television and radio to discuss the

explanations and clarifications provided herein.
Lest despair arise over theproliferation of this criminal group, I bear

glad tidings to Muslims that victor)' over these Khawarij is imminent.
Whoever dies at the hands of this group is the best of martyrs, and
whoever remains patient shall be rewarded and shall witness victory.
Islam has endured many malevolent groups, trials, and calamities
throughout history, and through itsjustice and mercy, as well as its
adherence to thepious scholars and righteous believers, it has prevailed.

The strength ofMuslims isnot in their numbersor materialresources,
as proven by the words of Allah Almighty, •''.And on the day ofHunayn:
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behold! Your great numbers elated you, but they availed you naught} (9:25),
but rather in their belief, humility, and obedience to Allah Almighty
and their submission to Him. This was the state of the Muslims in the

battle of Badr and Allah Almighty said regarding them, ifTruly Allah
helped you at Badr, when you were acontemptible littleforce} (3:123).

The pious predecessors of the first generations provided the most
superior and relevant example for all posterity: spreading Islam,
opening the way for humanity to embrace it, and estabhshing a
civilization—not by force, compulsion, or oppression, but rather by
showing good character. Their excellence in conduct was rooted in
being truthful in their interaction with non-Muslims, fulfilling their
promises, estabhshing justice even when challenged, threatened, or
defeated, and showing mercy to enemies before showing it to friends.
In their example we find the culmination of sincerity and God-
consciousness filling their hearts, mercy dwelhng in their chests, and
justice governing their intellects. Their model exemplifies the power
ofbehef when coupled with goodcharacter.

When our pious predecessors took the Messenger of Allah J§& as
their rolemodelin worship andconduct without separating one aspect
from the other, they became great and true leaders who inspired the
world. They saw how the Prophetpardoned hisenemies after thirteen
years of oppression andeightyears of wars, including thepardoning of
Wahshi, the killerofhisownpaternal uncle Hamza, andthe pardoning
of Hind, the lady who chewed Hamza's liver upon his martyrdom.
They understood the Prophet's definition of a Muslim when he said,
"The perfect Muslim ishefrom whomothers are safe from his tongue
andhand." Thisishow a Muslim isrecognized by the restofhumanity
and how his or her behef is relevant to the society in which he or she
lives.

As timepassed andtruefaith became diluted, some of these principles
wereforgotten, thus paving the way for small fanatical groups which
claimedamonopolyontrueIslamtoemerge. Othersgrewdisillusioned,
partlydueto thecultural shock of theWest and itsideals, andtherefore
abandoned their history and neglected their heritage, falling victim
to the media's portrayal of Islam as a barbaric religion incompatible
with modernity. In the process, we left the unique qualities of our
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faith, which creates an unbreakable link between the theological and
spiritual foundations and the social and ethical conduct expected of its
believers, as was demonstrated to us inperfection by our Prophet j§&.

Consequently, the Muslim nation as awhole plunged from strength
to weakness, from honor to humiliation, from a revered community
to one of disrepute. The only cure is to return to the supremeexample
presented by the Messenger of Allah j§& by adhering to his Sunna,
embracing his guidance, adorning ourselves with his character, and
following his heirs: the pious predecessors and righteous scholars.

The foundational ethics of Islam are based on mercy, wisdom, and
justice. The Messenger of Allah j§& was only sent with mercy and
wisdom. He said, "Allah, the Most Merciful, is merciful only to those
who show mercy. Be merciful to all on the Earth and the Master of
the Heavens will show mercy to you." Saladin (d. 1193), the famous
Muslim ruler at the time of the Crusader invasion during the Middle
ages, did not enter the annals of history but for his character, justice,
and good conduct with hisadversaries duringboth peace and war.

The Levant shall always remain a cornerstone of Islam, a pillar of
the Quran, and a land of saints. Its people, especially the Syrians,
will remain content with His divine decree, enduring hardships with
patience and ever in a state of gratitude for His apparent and subtle
blessings.

Cradle ofthe Quran, swords ofIslam
Land ofthe Abdal, the nation ofSham
Spring ofchampions, throughout time
Saladin is calling you!

No matter how long it takes, victory is near, as promised by Allah
Almighty. However, the real question is not when will victory come,
but rather, do we deserve it? Ifwe do not, then we should endeavour to
fulfil the conditions of victory within ourselves if we hope to witness
it around us.

Fromtheveryonsetof theuprising inSyria, Ihave exposed thereality
of the Assad regime, fought against it, and disapproved of its crimesin
public forums and on the Friday pulpit. I have never hesitated in my
positions; however, I cannot accept amongst our ranks in the war
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against this regime anyone whoperverts thereligion, distorts thereality
of jihad, deceives the people of the Levant, steals the fruits of their
struggles, andtortures them, especially aftertheAssad regime mastered
torturetechniques againstitsownpeopleforoverhalfacentury.

Just as I saw thebeginning of theendfor theAssad regime, I also see
the beginning of the end for this sinister group. This is because their
followers aredestroying the religion fromwithin, strikingat the hearts
of Muslims, and replacing the corpus of knowledge, jurisprudence,
and principles of legaljudgements that have reached uswith the words
of ignorant men. These menhave never smelt the scent of knowledge
and have not embodied even the lowest level of piety, and have not
tasted humility in obedience towards Allah Almighty. The distance
between them and the noble qualities of the Messenger of Allah j§k as
the distance between the east and the west.

Every science has its own experts, many of whom would spend
fifty years reading, revising, researching, teaching and authoring. If
theywere asked regarding anissue theywouldstopandponder. They
wouldnot be contentwith what theyacquired throughout their fives,
but wouldpersist in contemplation andreflection. Theywouldresolve
an issue through revision and research out of fear of Allah Almighty
lesttheyshowhaste in making alegaljudgementor err in givingfatwa.

There arepeople ofknowledge who are qualified
Every one ofthem has an awe-inspiringfigure
Everyone admits that he is ignorant
When he is like a vast ocean ofknowledge
Due to his silence, you think that such ascholar is ignorant
But he is always like asteady mountain
The moment you ask him adifficult question
You hear the clearest and most enriching answer

There is no scholar amongst these criminals who is an authority for
Muslims, whether in belief, jurisprudence, or legal judgements. There
isn't even a studentof knowledge amongst themwho has taken from
trustworthy experts, so how can they embark on issuing fatwas and
giving legal verdicts? They pass judgement about killing without a
second thought, as thoughslaughtering humans is easier than slaugh-
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tering livestock. Abu Salama ^ once asked 'A'isha (ft regarding the
actions that necessitate a ritual bath (ghusl). She responded by saying,
"Do you know what you are like, O Abu Salama? You are like the
chick who hears the roosters crowing and starts crowing with them."
She said this either because he was young or because he delved into
something unsuitable for him. So howisit then that we areconfronted
by a group of youth who are less than beginners in knowledge, yet
they readily anathematize Muslims and arbitrarily pass judgements to
kill, imprison, kidnap, and loot? To describe them as ignorant is an
understatement, as a man may be excused due to ignorance but:

His ignorance is compound yet
Evident as he looks like a learner

Sunni Muslims in Iraqhave suffered from the injustice of the Maliki
regime and the people of Syria have suffered from the terror of the
Assad regime. Then came ISIS to increase the injustice and terror,
leaving the innocent citizens of Iraq and Syria stranded between
two horrific options. I say to those who are exposed to injustice and
oppression in Syria or Iraq: Have patience as victory is near. Don't let
despair or revenge lead you to being deceived by ISIS andjoining it.
ISIS only wants to subjugate, enslave and humiliate you by using the
nameof religion instead of dictatorship or socialism.

O Allah! Bless us with awe of you and piety. Fill our hearts with
what pleases you. Enable us to act with knowledge and to conduct
ourselves with patience, for truly you are the All-Hearing.

O Allah! Helpyour oppressed servants. Make usyour inheritorsand
use us to guide humanity, speak the truth, and aid the troubled.

O Allah! Bestow your mercy upon us and upon our martyrs. Cure
us and heal our injured. Grace us with your kindness and alleviate the
sadness that afflicts us.

O Allah! Amend our situation, put our affairs in order, and unite us.
O Allah! Return the people of Syria to their homes, free us from

these depraved criminals, and spread peace and security in our lands.
O Most Merciful! You are most generous.

To conclude, all praise belongs to Allah, Lord of the Worlds.
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CHAPTER I

In the Words of ISIS

isis quotes the Quran and hadith (narrations of the Prophet J§&) in
abundance and without any relevance to their own behavior in order
to provide Islamic credentials to theirwicked actions. Whatlegitimacy
does ISIS have without the Islamic rhetorical cover of an alleged
Cahphate and a self-proclaimed Caliph? ISIS' actions reflect nothing
more than a sectarian, barbaric, and vengeful terrorist organization
thatbears norelation to thebeautiful character and practice ofProphet
Muhammad j|i. The use of Islamic rhetoric isa toolin orderto obtain
worldlypowerand territorial control.

The declaration of the self-claimed Cahphate on June 29, 2015
sufficiently shows the power struggle behind ISIS. The declaration
came weeks after the capture of Iraq's second largest city, Mosul, on
June 10, months after they had taken al-Raqqa in Syria and al-Anbar
in Iraq, and surprisingly some eight years after they established their
Islamic State of Iraq (ISI) on October 15, 2006. This is very strange
behaviour—why this eight year delay in declaring the ISIS Cahphate?
The explanation to thisdiscrepancy hesin theconflict betweenISIS and
Al-Qaida (AQ). AQ's representative in Syria, Jabhat al-Nusra (JN),was
supported by ISI since 2012, and when the latter declared the Islamic
State of Iraqand al-Sham (ISIS) on April 8, 2013 andincluded AQ-JN
in their State, a bloody conflict arose between AQ-JN and ISIS. AQ-
leader Ayman al-Zawahiri supported AQ-JN against ISIS. Naturally,
AQ was moreknown than ISIS at that time. Accordingly, declaring a
Cahphate onJune 29, 2014 was theonlyway ISIS could supersede AQ
as the premierjihadi organisation and the continuation of the legacy
of Usama BinLaden—and theycould not have claimed this religious
legitimacy and reputationwithout hidingunder the Islamic cover and
rhetoricof beingthe Cahphate.
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Upon ISIS' declaration of the Caliphate, their self-claimed Caliph
known as Abu Bakral-Baghdadi claimed to have established aCaliphate
"on the Prophetic methodology." It isequallyeasy to refute this claim
by quoting ISIS'own sources, primarily from their English publication
named Dabiq. I shall cite quotes from ISIS in this section relating to
four themes: i) ISIS' leaders, 2) ISIS' worldview, 3) ISIS' roadmap and
4) ISIS' view on Muslims, which will suffice to illustrate that ISIS is
against the veryPropheticMethodology theyclaim to represent. I start
with the first theme, namely who ISIS says their so-called leaders are:

The official spokesman of the Khilafah, Shaykh Abu
Muhammad al-'Adnani... said, "Rest assured, O soldiers of the
Islamic State, for we —by Allah's permission - will carry on
upon the manhaj of the imam Shaykh Usamah, the amir of the
istishhadiyin4 Abu Mus'ab az-Zarqawi, the founder of the State
Abu 'Umar al-Baghdadi, and its war minister Abu Hamzah al-
Muhajir. We will never alter nor change until we taste what
they tasted."5 ... "And when Amirul-Mu'minin Abu 'Umar
al- Baghdadi ... gained shahadah alongside Abu Hamzah al-
Muhajir.. .the Islamic State did not waver, rather its leadership
unanimously pledged allegiance to Amirul-Mu'minin Abu
Bakr al-Baghdadi..."6

Here it is clear that ISIS follows the five above-mentioned leaders:

Usama Bin Laden, Abu Mus'ab al-Zarqawi, Abu Umar al-Baghdadi,
Abu Hamza al-Muhajir, and Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi. A comparison
of the life of Prophet Muhammad j£ with the actions of the above-
mentioned sectarian leaders is an insult to thestature of our Messenger
j§s and no sane mind can claim that these five leaders were on the
Prophetic Methodology. It is enough to mention that the Prophetic
Methodology prohibits thekilling of civilians, which noneof theabove-
mentioned can claim to have followed. I would also like to emphasize
that ISIS, in making UsamaBinLaden its leader, hasweakeneditself as
Bin Laden's AQ organization has been fighting against ISIS since 2013.
How can ISIS follow Bin Laden when his followers are killing ISIS'
followers? This isaperfect example of the confused minds in ISIS. The
next theme to payattention to iswhat the ISIS worldview is:
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[A]l-Baghdadi: "O Ummah of Islam, indeed theworld today
has been divided into two camps and two trenches, with no
third camp present: Thecamp of Islam and faith, and thecamp
of kufr(disbelief) and hypocrisy - thecamp of theMuslims and
the mujahidin everywhere, and the camp of thejews [sic], the
crusaders, their allies, and with them the rest of the nations and
religions of kufr, all being ledbyAmerica and Russia, andbeing
mobilized by thejews [sic]."7.. ."The first priority is to perform
hijrah from wherever you are to the Islamic State, from darul-
kufr to darul-Islam.. ."8 "Thegrayzone iscritically endangered,
rather on thebrinkof extinction. Itsendangerment began with
the blessed operations of September nth, as these operations
manifested two camps before the world for mankind to choose
between, a camp of Islam —without the body of Khilafah to
represent it at the time —and a camp of kufr —the crusader
coahtion. Or as Shaykh Usamah Ibn Ladin...said, "The world
today is divided into two camps. Bush spoke the truth when
he said, 'Either you are with us or you are with the terrorists.'
Meaning, eitheryouarewith thecrusade oryouarewith Islam."9
O Muslims, Islam was never for a day the religion of peace.
Islam is the religion of war. Your Prophet $§& was dispatched
with the swordasa mercyto the creation. He was orderedwith
war until Allah isworshipped alone...,0

There are two points that deserve emphasis regarding the ISIS
worldview. Firstly ISIS' viewof "Islam versus the rest" reflect an "us
versus them" mentality and not the "rightversus wrong" approach of
Muslims, and by saying that (former US President) Bush was right,
ISIS is effectively following the (neo-conservative) methodology of
Bush and certainly not the Prophetic methodology. The Messenger
of Allah j§fe estabfished the first Islamic State of Medina following the
covenantof Medinaand it includednon-Muslims, evenJewish tribes.
The Messenger J§fe also sent his Companions to live in the Christian
kingdom in Abyssinia, hence these two examples are sufficient to
neutralize the "us versus them" dichotomy of ISIS.

Secondly, the claim that the Prophet J§k was sent with the Sword
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and ordered with war until Allah is worshipped alone is an attempt at
corrupting the Prophetic example, as it is clear from the Messenger's
j§& twenty-three years of invitation to Islam, merely 200 days (less than
a year) out of twenty-three years were spent on wars.

The next theme is "ISIS roadmap to Caliphate."

[...]Abu Mus'ab...implemented the strategy and required
tactics to achieve the goal of Khilafah without hesitation. In
short, he strived to create as much chaos as possible... With
chaos, he intended to prevent any taghut " regime from ever
achieving a degree of stability... To achieve maximum chaos,
the Shaykh focused on the mosteffective weapons in the arsenal
of the mujahidin for creating chaos - vehicle bombs, IEDs,
and istishhadiyyin. He would order [sic] to carry out nikayah12
operations dozens of times in a dozen areas daily, targeting
and killing sometimes hundreds of apostates from the police
forces and Rafidah...In addition to that, he tried to force
every apostate group present in Iraq into an all-out war with
Ahlus-Sunnah.'3 So he targeted the Iraqi apostate forces (army,
pofice, and intelligence), the Rafidah (Shia markets, temples,
and militias), and the Kurdish secularists (Barzani and Talabani
partisans)... Thus, by using methods that led to maximum
chaos and targeting apostates of all different backgrounds, the
mujahidin were able to keep Iraq in constant instability and
war, never allowing any apostate group to enjoy a moment of
security...The collapse was followed by the mujahidin quickly
entering the vacuum left, to announce and establish the Islamic
State of Iraq under the leadership of... Abu 'Umar al-Husayni
al-Baghdadi... In short, these phases consist of immigrating to
a land with a weak central authority to use as a base where a
jama'ah'4 can form, recruit members, and train them.. .then take
advantage of the situation by increasing the chaos to a point
leading to the complete collapse of the taghut regime in entire
areas, asituation some refer to as "tawahhush" ("mayhem"). The
next step would be to fill the vacuum by managing the state of
affairs to the point of developing into a full-fledged state, and
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continuing expansion into territory still under control of the
taghut. This hasalways beenthe roadmap towards Khilafah for
the mujahidin.15

This evil strategy outhned by ISIS is their true methodology
(manhaj) and has no connection whatsoever with the noble character
of the Prophet Muhammad j§& who was sent by Allah as a mercy to
the wholeof mankind and to allof the worlds. Thisnefarious, power-
hungry mentality reflects a wicked secular ideology where the means
justify the ends, and is impermissible in Islam. This, however, is not
surprising, as the whole ISIS project is an attempt at hiding political
aims under the cover of Islamic ideology in order to mobihze forces
forpurelysecular andmaterial objectives, such as exacting revenge and
seizing power, territory, etc.

The fourth theme is to perceive what ISIS views regarding the
Muslims. Regarding the killing of Muslims, theysay:

[Ajmongst those who are hable to have theirblood shed for
the sake of this cause are fellow Mushms who testify that la
ilaha illallah. However, these Mushms are renegades whom
it's permissible to fight, and for no reason other than the fact
that they refuse to give bay'ah (allegiance) to one imam or
another.16... [M]any of those who say "La ilaha illallah" have
fallen into different shades of shirk at all levels, includingshirk
in tawassul and du'a, shirkin obedience, rulingandlegislation,
and shirk in love, support and allegiance.17 ... So until we
return to the correct state of Islamic affairs, it's upon us all to
work together to eradicate the principle of "free choice,"18...
[A] person who ignorantly practices any major shirk or totally
abandons practice of the religion's other four pillars (prayer,
zakah, siyam, and hajj) can never be considered Muslim, and
thatisbecause theverybasis of Islamissincerity andsubmission.
Soif someone commits major shirk, he isa mushrik. Andif he
totally abandons practice of thefourpillars, heisa kafir.'9

Regarding thekilling of Shiites and Saudis, they say:
[A]ssaults by the mujahidin of the Islamic State against the

filthy Rawafid [the Shiites].. .which resulted in the execution
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of 1700 Rafidi [Shiite] soldiers.20... Draw your swords. Deal
with the Rafidah first, wherever you find them, then Al Salul
[Saudi Arabia] and their soldiers before the crusaders and their
bases. Deal with the Rafidah, Al Salul, and their soldiers.21...

As for Yemen...[t]he Rafidi Houthis have entered it, but the
car bombs have not roasted their skin, nor have the explosive
belts and IEDs severed their joints. Is there not in Yemen a
person who will take revenge for us from the Houthis? ...The
Khalifah Ibrahim...said in his address: "And O soldiers of

Yemen...be harsh against the Houthi Rafidah, for they are
kuffar murtaddin. Fight them and overcome them."22 ... The
ruling of apostasy on the Rafidah doesnot mean they had ever
been Muslims [sic] but rather, that they are dealt with much
more severely, as they must either enter into Islam or face the
sword, as opposed to being treated like kuffar asliyyin23 who
can sometimes be allowed to remain upon their kufr in certain
circumstances (treaties, slavery, etc.)24

Regarding those whom they consider apostates or idol-
worshippers, they say:

The murtadd Hamza Yusuf condemned the attack on

Charlie Hebdo25... The apostatizing [sic] hypocritical factions
are those who moved from the grayzone to the camp of kufr
by aiding the blatantmurtaddin —the secularist and democratic
factions...2"...Sahwah factions of apostasy kill the people
of Islam (the muhajirin and ansar of the Islamic State whom
they label Khawarij) and leave the people of idolatry alone
(the murtaddin of the Syrian National Coalition and Syrian
Interim Government whom they call brothers...27... [W]
hen the apostates (the Tawaghit and the Rafidah) fight each
other, it is not permissible for the Muslim to support one
party of apostates against the other...So it is not permissible
for the Muslim to fight against Al Salul under the leadership
of the Rafidi Houthis nor is it permissible to fight against the
Rafidi Houthis under the leadership of Al Salul. If he does
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fight under the leadership of the taghutin defense of his kufri
regime, he apostatizes [sic] fromIslam.*8... [T]he apostate Ba'th
regime of the taghut Saddam ...the taghut Erdogan regime
... the tawaghit of Turkey, Al Salul, and Qatar —the triad of
apostasy —mobilized without seeking permission from their
crusader masters. They gained supportfromthe Arab andnon-
Arab tawaghit of Bahrain, Kuwait, the UAE, Egypt, Jordan,
Morocco, Senegal, Bangladesh, Sudan, Pakistan, and Somalia,
to aid the taghut regime of AbdRabbuh Mansur Hadi against
the Rafidah of the Houthis and Ah Abdullah Saleh in Yemen.

...The apostate triad —Turkey, Al Salul, and Qatar —also
funneled aid to a newly formed coalition of factions addicted
to taghut support—"Jaysh al-Fath"*9

The orderof the ISIS "Caliph":

This is the orderof the Khalifah.. .Eitherones [sic] performs
hijrah to the wilayat of the Khilafah or, if he is unable to do
so, he must attack the crusaders, their allies, the Rafidah, the
tawaghit, and their apostate forces, wherever he mightbe with
anymeans available to him, andheshould not hesitate in doing
so, nor consult any supposed "scholar" on this obligation. He
should attack afterdeclaring hisbay'ah to theKhilafah, soas not
to die a deathofJahiliyyah.30

In order to simplify the above-mentioned quotes about ISIS' views
regarding Mushms, it suffices to emphasize that in its eyes the only real
Mushms are those who are ISIS-affihated; Muslims who do not become
a partof them are oneof following categories: apostates (murtaddun),
disbehevers (kuffar), idolaters (tawaghit), rejectionist Shiites (Rafida), or
polytheists (mushrikun), supported by crusaders, Jews, heretics, etc.

Hence, having merely cited direct quotes from ISIS in relation to
their terroristleaders, theirbinary worldview, their strategic roadmap
of chaos, and their views toward other Muslims, we see clearly that
they are not upholding the Prophetic methodology. They even treat
non-Mushms (including Yazidi slaves) better than Muslims whodon't
become a partof them.



CHAPTER II

Proving that the Followers
of ISIS are Khawarij

despite the fact that the members of ISIS (Islamic State of Iraq
and Syria) are nominally Muslims, they have in fact left Sunni Islam
due to the beliefs they hold and the horrid crimes they have deemed
permissible in contradiction to Islamic law. One can say that they
are close to leaving Islam entirely and have certainly morphed into
another faction, oscillating between belief and disbelief, though closer
to disbelief. For this reason, describing them as Sunni is incorrect.

Furthermore, describing them as Muslims isa matter of speculation
and a point of contention, as we shall see in this fatwa. That is because
they have committed three heinous acts: (i) revolting against the
Muslimcommunity, rulers, aswell as the public (2) anathematizing the
majority of Sunni Muslims, and (3) considering the spread of injustice
and corruption across the land by killing, wanton destruction, and
plundering as permissible.

These crimesin particularbring to mind the strong parallel between
ISIS and the Khawarij of the early days of Islam, who adopted
extremisttendencies andanathematized anyMuslim—including many
illustrious Companions of the Prophet j§&—who did not adopt their
beliefs, They took advantage of the political instability at the time,
culminating in a revolt against the Caliph 'All ^ which precipitated
much chaos and loss of life before theirmovement was quelled.

The Prophet Muhammad J& foretold the advent of the Khawarij,
and despite their outward adherence to religion, he described them, as
found in the two rigorously authentic hadithcollections of al-Bukhari
and Muslim, as "the worst of mankind and animals."3' He £§£ also
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mentioned that "they shall pass out of the religionjust as an arrow
passes out of the prey"33—referring to the ease and definitiveness with
which they exit the fold of Islam. In reference to the facade of their
overt religiosity, the Prophet j§» said "they shall call to the Book of
Allah though they do not belong to it."33

Their wretched standing in the eyes of Allah Almighty is clear, as
the Prophet j§» said they are "the worst of those who are killed under
the sky"34; and "glad tidings to the one who kills them and the one
whom they kill."35 He ^ also described them as "the dogs of Hell"36
andthat "theyseek theextremities of thereligion until theyleave it."37
As narrated in Sahih Muslim, the Prophet J§» stated that "they are the
creation mosthatedby Allah Most-High"38—which wouldimply that
their status is worse than even that of disbehevers.

Likewise, he $§& prophesied, as related inthe two rigorously authentic
collections of al-Bukhari and Muslim from 'Ali j^., that that "There
shall emerge a people in the end of time, adolescent, dim-witted,
recounting the best words of creation, reading the Quran, but their
faith does not pass their throats. Theyshall pass out of the religionjust
as an arrow passes out of the prey. So wherever you meet them, kill
them for trulyin killing them is agreat reward withAllah on theDay
ofJudgement."939 (It is important to note that these narrations arenot
an endorsement for vigilante action, asthe assumption is that fighting
them isconducted under properauthority.)

The words of the Prophet jffe, "There shall emerge a people in
the end of time," refer to the followers of ISIS and point to them
being intended, not only the group which already emerged during
the Caliphate of 'Ah jjSfc. Other evidences alluding to the Khawarij
manifesting through numerous eras include thewords of the Prophet
j§&, "Whenever a generation of theirs emerges, Allah Almighty severs
it." The narrator of this tradition said, "The Messenger jj» repeated
that twentyor more times while I listened," andin onevariant, "until
the lastone of thememerges with the Anti-Christ."40



CHAPTER III

ISIS' Atrocities

there have been numerous reports of the dreadful crimes and
slaughter perpetrated by those affiliated with ISIS against men and
women, young and old, Mushms and non-Muslims ahke. It seems
that there are few types of crimes that ISIS has not committed. Their
transgressions canbe summed up in the following categories:

Indiscriminate Killing &Brutality
i. Killing the innocent based on unsubstantiated evidence,
inconsistent claims, fabricated accusations, andhasty prosecutions,
all of which places the blood of thousands of innocent people
on their hands, for which they willbe questioned on the Day of
Judgement.
2. Killing foreigners under treaty or those who have entered our
lands under the security of the Muslims, for no sin other than
belonging to specific nationalities. ISIS did not take into account
that theywere eitheraid workers orjournalists working to report
on thesuffering inside Syria to theworld. This isoneof theugliest
forms ofdeception, as I shall explain. Examples of thisinclude the
ruthless beheading of American journalist, James Foley.41
3.Exactingrevenge uponthepublicinareas whichISIS tookcontrol
of,especially thechildren of Syrian andIraqi families. The Sha'itat
tribein theDeirez-Zorprovince isoneof themost salient examples
of this, where ISIS massacred over 700 members of the tribe in
August 2014 forsimply resisting ISIS' takeover of theirland.43
4. Kidnapping foreigners and killing those who embraced Islam
after being kidnapped. Killing a prisoner after he embraces Islam
is impermissible; he musteitherbe freed or pay a ransom. This is
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the tragic case of the American aidworkerAbdurRahmanKassig
who was executed by ISIS.43
5. Burning Mushms alive44 as in the case of the Jordanian pilot
Muathal-Kasasbeh, whichisdecisively impermissible. Theanalogy
between burning and bombing which ISIS attempts to employ,
using the claim of retributive justice, is categorically false. Firstly,
it isobligatory to proceed with caution in matters of lifeanddeath,
as"to err inpardoningisbetter than toerr inpunishing."Secondly,
retributive justice is restricted to that which is permitted by the
Shariah, and al-Bukhari narrates in his Sahih collection that the
Messenger ofAllah J§fe forbade torture with fire. The ultimate aims
of Shariah arebased on preventing injustice. In the words of Allah
Almighty, {ifyoupunish, thenpunish with the like ofthat wherewith you
were afflicted} (16:126). Hence, there is a command to the believers
not to exceed the bounds of what is necessary when redressing
transgressions. Retributive justice islegal in thefighting itself, not
with respect to howit isimplemented, andtherefore, in doing so,
oneisonlyallowed toemploy themeans permittedbytheShariah.
6. Killing a number of scholars, imams, and Friday speakers
in Syria and Iraq for no reason other than their adherence to
classical Sunnidoctrineas represented by the Ash'ari and Maturidi
theological schools. They do not differentiate between Sufis and
Salafis in their anathematization, and they accuse the people of
Sufism (Islamic spirituality) who adhere to the four Sunni schools
of lawto be outside the pale of Islam.45
7. Torturing prisoners resulting in their death, humiliating
prisoners in front of audiences, and killing the injured during
battle, allof whicharestrictly prohibited in Islam.46
8. Committing torture by using knives and blades or random
gunfire upongroups of prisoners, as well as terrorizing individuals
with repeated threats of death. All of this is impermissible in
Islam. The Prophet $i commanded us tokill inan ethical manner,
as he said, "Truly Allah prescribed perfection upon everything;
so if you kill then kill properly." The meaning of this is that
if a man must kill with just cause, he should choose the means
which is most merciful to the culprit.As for killing the innocent,
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mutilating their bodies, decapitating them while filming it all, the
law of Allah has not permitted this for criminals or even enemies,
let alone the innocent and helpless.
9. Mutilating corpses and disrespecting the bodies of the dead.47
This is impermissible in Islam, even for one's sworn enemies, due
to the hadith, "cutting the bones of the deceased is like cutting his
bones while alive." The deceased feels the pain felt by the living,
as his sanctity is akin to the sanctity of the living. TheProphet J§&
prohibited mutilation. Treating theheads of thedeceased as prizes is
amongst the mostdegrading forms of mutilation. Likewise, leaving
the deceased without properburialisimpermissible in Islam.

Belittling the Sacred Law
10. Appointing fanatics and ignorant people as judges, who have
neither experience nor any knowledge of jurisprudence to pass
judgement in the name of Islam regarding the blood and wealth
of people. This is one of the greatest disasters brought on by
this group, since they are repelling the public from the Shariah
despite it beingfull of mercy, justice,andwisdom. IbnQayyimal-
Jawziyyasaid regardingthe Shariah, "The bedrock and foundation
of the Shariah is wisdom and benefitfor people in this life and the
next. It is all justice, mercy, benefit, and wisdom. Every ruling that
leaves justice for injustice, that leaves mercy for its opposite, that
leaves benefit for corruption, that leaves wisdom for folly, is not
from the Shariah, even if it is inserted through interpretation."

It is incorrect foraneophyte oran amateur student of knowledge
who has read a few books or articles on his own to assume the

weighty responsibility of passing legal judgements, let alone a
complete ignoramus to assume a position of authority and pass
judgements thatlead to the implementation of execution, stoning,
orwhipping. Even adoctorate inShariah does notproduce ajudge,
just as reading a book regarding the jurisprudence of the Sunna
doesnot produce ajurist. Judgement, as the scholars havenoted, is
a precise skill which is not possessed by every jurist. The method
of implementing rulings according to context and actual events
is not acquired through books, but rather by accompanying the
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judges or muftis andstudying thenuances of giving legal verdicts.
Al-Tusuli mentions in his commentary on Tuhfat al-Hukkam,

"The science of judgement may be from the branches of
jurisprudence but it differs by matters that not everyjurist will
master. Perhaps oneof thepeople iswell-versed in thechapter of
disputes but has no expertise in other than that. It is not difficult
to distinguish the science ofjudgement from other branches of
jurisprudence, but the difficulty is in using and implementing
the general principles of jurisprudence on the minutia of actual
events. That is difficult. You mayfinda man who hasmemorised
much of knowledge and teaches others, but when questioned
by the public about an incident relating to oaths or something
similar, he is not able to properly respond."
ii. Implementing the capital punishments48 at a time when they
should be suspended, such as during war, famine, poverty, and a
general state of ignorance. I authored a bookentitled, The Ruling
ofImplementing the Capital Punishments, in which I elaborated on
the hindrances to applying capital punishments. I relied upon
evidences from the Sunna, the actions of the Companions, the
four Sunni schools of law, and the words of the jurists. In this
work, I proved that the ruler has the right, and sometimes the
obligation, to suspend implementation of the penal code when
extenuating circumstances are present.
12. Expelling Mushms and non-Muslims from their towns and
villages49, illegally seizing properties, andterrorizing theinnocent
for merely rejecting theirviews anddetesting theircrimes.

Destruction ofSites
13. Destroying mosques, pillaging graves, and dishonoring the
sanctity of Allah and the sanctity of the living. ISIS has been
responsible for the razing of many mosques and tombs, most
notably, those of theProphetJonah50 ;g£ andtheProphetDaniel5'
:g£ in Mosul, Iraq. The irreverence of this group does not spare
even the Prophets of Allah All-Mighty, the greatest and most
honored of creation, further demonstrating its extremism and
blatant blasphemy. In addition, ISIS has been responsible for the
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destruction of several other mosques, such as the Hamou Qadu
mosque in Mosul, ahistoric structure dating back to theOttoman
period. ISIS provides as justification the claim that these sacred
places contain symbols of idolatry and innovation. It should be
noted that Muslims have neverbelieved that erecting mausoleums
fortheProphetsandsaints equates toapportioningdivinitytothem;
hence, this group's destruction of the houses of God are heinous
crimes based on faulty reasoning andaprimitive understanding of
Islamic monotheism. Allah All-Mighty says in the Quran, {And
who are more unjust than those who prevent the name ofAllahfrom being
mentioned in His mosques andstrive toward their destruction ?}(2:114)
14. Destroying churchesandother houses of worship. The Shariah
has obligated Islamic leadership to protect churches, synagogues,
temples, and other houses of worship under its dominion. Allah
All-Mighty says, {Had it not been that Allah checks one set ofpeople by
means ofanother, monasteries, churches, synagogues, and mosques wherein
the name ofAllah is oft-mentioned would surely have been demolished.*
(22:40) Examples abound in Islamic historywhere the caliph took
direct responsibility for the protection of the houses of worship
of other faiths. When the Caliph 'Umar enteredJerusalem after
the conquest in year 637 ce and the time for prayer had come, he
refused to pray in a nearby church, despite being offered to do
so by the head priest Sophronius, for fear that the Muslims may
interpret the action as a precedent to convert the church to a
mosque. Compare this to the actions of ISIS, who have blown up
several churches in Syria and Iraq, including the St. Markorkous
Church in Mosul52, one of the oldest in the city.
15. Destroying sites of historical and cultural significance. ISIS is
bent on decimating anyremnants of culture in the region, notable
examples being their demolition of important artefacts from the
World Heritage Site in Palmyra53 and their demolition of the
ancient Assyrian city of Nimrud.54

Anathemization

16. Anathematizing anyone who calls to democracy55, without
a thorough examination and clarification of what is intended.
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This is despite the fact that the majority of Mushms who callfor
democracy intend by it the principles ofjustice and consultation,
andtherightof thepeople tochoose theirruler. It isaprincipleinthe
Shariah that if customary meanings areestabhshed, they are taken
into account in legal rulings and given precedence over hnguistic
definitions. For example, the majority of ruhngs injurisprudence
pertaining to oaths are based on customary meanings. It is well
known that the customary meaning of democracy as estabhshed
andunderstood by the pubhcisconsultation andjustice.Likewise,
this is the meaning a number of Muslim preachers have adopted.
Thevast majority of those in Muslim lands whocall fordemocracy
do not intend rejection of Islamic lawor denial of the existence
of Allah Almighty. The Mushm masses do not consider anything
superior or more beneficial to their hves than the law of Allah
Almighty. Therefore, the attempts of ISIS to excommunicate
the vast majority of Muslims on the grounds of their desire for
democratically elected governments are completely baseless.
17. Considering themselves theonlysaved groupof Muslims, that
they are an Islamic state, and that anybody opposing them is an
apostate who mustbe fought andkilled.561 shall elaborate on this
point in the next chapter.

Enslavement

18. Enslaving non-Muslims.57 The jurists in recent times have
unanimously agreed that slavery is invalid and impermissible,
except in thecase where theenemy enslaves ourwomen, which has
clearly not occurred. Theimpermissibility of slavery in Islam has
been estabhshed as a result of Mushms adhering to international
agreements of mutual benefit for humanity. This agreement
banning slavery resembles theLeague of theVirtuous (hilfal-fudul)
which was a pact entered by the Prophet $& prior to Islam, the
purpose of which was toprevent injustice and oppression, to take
retribution against criminals, and to aid the weak and oppressed.
After the advent of Islam, the Prophet fe commented that had
he been invited to this same league now, he would have surely
responded to the call.
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These international agreements stipulate the impermissibili
ty of slavery, which does not contradict the Shariah, the Sunna,
or the Quran. A Muslim ruler is entitled to enter a treaty with
non-Muslims that neither shall enslave any prisoners of war, and
Muslims are bound to that covenant. Eradicating slavery through
such agreements does not nullify the rulings of slavery in Islam
as transmitted through the Quran and Sunna, but rather such an
arrangement isbased upon acting equitably in the best interests of
humanity. If other nations were to break their contracts and be
gin enslaving Muslims or non-Muslim citizens in Muslim nations,
then it would be permissible for the Muslims to retaliate accord
ingly against the violating nations.

The enslaving of Yazidi men, women, and children by ISIS58 isa
tragedy and a majorviolation of global human rights agreements.
Muslims must be the first to condemn this as they are obligated
by Allah to stand by their contracts. Allah Almighty says in the
Quran, \0 you who believe! Fulfil all contracts.} (5:1). Regardless
of the difference of opinion surrounding the classification of
the Yazidis as People of the Book, enslaving them is completely
unsupported by the principles of the Shariah. Even if ISIS was to
implement the principle of retributive justice, the Yazidis have not
enslaved any Muslims to warrant such retaliatory measures. They
are a peaceful people with whom Muslims have lived side-by-side
in harmony for centuries.
19. Raping women59 and kidnapping children60 using various
pretexts with which they pervert the religion. They select the
opinions that concur with their sick desires, such as claiming
"possessions of the right hand" or claiming the necessity of jihad.
Despite therebeing nojustification for the kidnapping of children,
they have turned many young boys into criminals and forcibly
separated them from their families to train themforjihad.
Harming Islam
20. Harming Islam and Muslims around the world and distorting
the image of the prophetic message. Allah Almighty said
regarding the Seal of all Prophets $§&, \ We sent you not, but as amercy
to the worlds.} (21:107) ISIS is not concerned with harm befalling
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Muslims across the world as a result of their actions, nor are they
concerned aboutpeople turningaway fromIslam.

ISIS affirms, confesses, and exults in all of the aforementioned
crimes and transgressions in front of the world's media and other
spectators. There is hardly a place under its control that is void of
unjustly slaughtered victims and innocent prisoners. Thefollowers of
ISIS do not care about the sanctity of human life, pacts of peace with
non-Muslims, nor the bond of fraternitywith Muslims.

All of these transgressions bring forth the obligation to fight this
group in order to shatter itsforces, stop itscrimes, and ridmankind of
its evil.
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CHAPTER IV

ISIS' Anathematizing Muslims
from Islam

one of the biggest enormities committed by ISIS is their anathem-
ization of Muslims6'; not simply an individual or a small group but
rather the entire Muslim nation.62 Theyonly consider themselves to be
true followers of Islam, and have already anathematized anyone who
fights them and anathematized the Muslim rulers and anyone who give
allegiance to these rulers.63 In fact, they deem anyone who opposes
them to be a disbeliever.64 Despite the fact that they claim to be Salafis,
theyanathematize the majority of Salafis, anddespite the fact that they
call forjihad, they are the ghastliest enemy of the Mujahidun.

They support their anathematization and murder through invalid
evidences and clear logical fallacies. They are, as Ibn 'Umar described,
those who "rushed to the verses regarding the disbelievers and applied
them to the believers"—ignorant of the principles of legal judgement
(ijtihad) and devoid of all knowledge and skill required by a mujtahid
(one who legitimately exercises ijtihad). Therefore, their interpretation
is disregarded and their opinions are ignored as they select revealed
texts stripped of context that agree with their desires, reject all others,
and accept neither the fatwa of a rightly-guided scholar nor the
judgement of a true judge.

In the opinion of a number of scholars, they have already left Islam
due to their aberrant beliefs. No oneshould bedeceived by the prayers
and fasts they perform. The Prophet gi> clarified this, as he said in a
tradition transmitted by al-Bukhari and Muslim and narrated by Abu
Sa'id al-Khudri ^ regarding their description, "You shall belittle
your prayer and fasting alongside their prayer and fasting." We should



ISIS' Anathematizing Muslimsfrom Islam

not be deceived by their disingenuous call to rule by the law of Allah
Almighty. They truly areas 'Ahj^ described, "Callingto truth though
theyarenot on it." Allof the killing, torture, destruction of mosques,
desecration of graves, expulsion of people, and looting of wealth are
the furthest possible actions fromSharia rulings, Prophetic morals and
the tolerance of Islam.

Many individuals have defected from ISIS and have revealed its
behefs as well as the reahty of its treatment of any opposition. One
of the strongest testimonies for thisiswhat Asharq Al-Awsat reported
from a Tunisian who defected from ISIS, saying, "If you don't work
with ISIS and profess allegiance to it then you are ignorant of the
religion and you should be killed even if you are unaware of the
gravity of your position. A second point, if a scholar declared that it
ispermissible to not take retribution against an ignorantperson due to
his ignorance—i.e., by presenting an excuse for him— then the likes
of thisscholar is,according to ISIS' literature, a disbehever who should
also be killed."

It isenough of a proof of theextreme ideology of ISIS that the top
leaders of Salafi-Jihadism have disclaimed it.65 The best statement that
apphes to them is the hadith of the Prophet jfc, "Beware of saying to
yourbrother 'disbehever' (kafir) because it will apply to oneof you. If
it is,hewillbeit andif it isnot, it returns to you." Ibn 'Abd al-Barr says
in hisbookal-Istidhkar, "The meaning of'it returns'is that hebears the
burden of its sin."

Anathematizing the Muslims plays a crucial role in ISIS' ideology,
as they use theclaim of apostasy tojudge theblood of Muslims lawful
to spill, thereby providing justification for the wars they conduct,66
disguising theirlustforpower under thecloak of religious concern.
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CHAPTER V

Are the Khawarij Muslims?

the opinion of the majority of traditional jurists regarding the
infamous Khawarij is that it is a legal obligation to fight them, without
deeming them disbelievers. They wouldconsider them misguided and
disobedient to Allah Almighty and to His Messenger j§s.

Abu Bakr al-Ajurri said, "None of the scholars, in either past or
recent times, ever disagreed that the Khawarij are an evil group,
disobedient to Allah Almighty and to His Messenger j§L Even if they
pray, fast, or strive in worship, it does not benefit them, and even if
they openly enjoin good and forbid evil it does not benefit them, as
they area people who interpret the Quran according to their desire.67

I was raised amongst scholars who would not dare hasten in
anathematizing anybody, and I constantly repeat my noble father's
statement to my students, "To keep a thousand men within the fold
of Islam by a slight chance is more beloved to us than to expel a
single man from the fold of Islam by suspicion." However, a number
of senior jurists in the past and in recent times have unequivocally
passed judgement on the disbelief of the Khawarij. Whoever looks at
the extremism of the followers of ISIS in their beliefs and sees their

audacity in declaring those who oppose them to be disbelievers, their
persistence in shedding the blood of innocent Muslims and their
deeming unlawful things lawful, would hardly doubt the validity of
this ruling and its application to them in this time.

Abu Bakr Ibn al-'Arabi adopted this opinion and said:

The correct opinion is that they are disbelievers due to the words
of the Prophet $$>, "They shall pass out of the religion," and his
words, "I shall truly kill them as 'Ad were killed." In another
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narration the nation of Thamud is mentioned, both of whom
perished dueto disbelief. Likewise, hiswords, "Theyaretheworst
of creation," which are not ascribed to any except disbehevers,
andhiswords,"Truly theyarethe mosthatedofcreationbyAllah
Almighty." Furthermore, due to their passing the judgement
of disbehef on all who oppose them and declaring their eternal
damnation in Hell, they (Khawarij) arefarmoredeserving of this
name than them.68

Imam al-Qurtubi al-Maliki inclined to this opinion, as hesaid when
commenting on the prophetic saying, "They shall pass out of the
religion...":

The meaning of this simile is that this group shall leave the
religion of Islam without having anyassociation with it." Hence,
our scholars have clung to the apparent meaning of this simile in
declaring themdisbelievers. Many scholars hesitated in declaring
them disbelievers because of his j|»words, "there is quarrelling
regarding the nock," implying doubt regarding them. However,
it seems that the first opinion, the opinion that they are already
disbelievers, is more evident from the hadith.69

Shaykh 'Abd al-'Aziz Ibn Baz issued a fatwa in which he declared
the Khawarij disbehevers, saying, "The majority are of the opinion
that they are disobedient misguided innovators, though they do not
deem themdisbehevers. However, thecorrect opinion is that theyare
disbehevers."70
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CHAPTER VI

The Obligation to Advise
Them Prior to Fighting

it is impermissible to beginfighting the Khawarij beforepresenting
them with advice, clarifying their positions of error, and explaining
uncertainties. In our letter to their leader, I and other Muslim scholars

advised them, clarified their errors, directed them to that which is
right, and warned them of the error they shall fall into, but they did
not take heed.7'

For this reason, after they have spilt innocent blood, after they have
received advice and clarification, despite their ongoingpersistence and
oppression, fighting them has become an obligation for Muslims.

The legal ruling in Islam is that the Khawarij should not be fought
exceptafter two things:

i. Advice is given to them and the truth is clarified. This is what 'Ali
ij%. did with the Khawarij of his time when he sent 'Abdullah
Ibn 'Abbas j$ft to debate them and clarify matters for them.
Four thousand individuals repented and returned with him.72
Additionally, al-Bukhari included achapter in thesection "Asking
Apostates and Rebels to Repent and Fighting Them," entitled
"Fighting the Khawarij afterEstablishing Proof against Them."73
Ibn Battal said in his commentary on Sahih al-Bukhari: "It means
that fighting a kharijite or others is not obligatory except after
calling him to the truth and explaining what is unclear for him so
that no excuse is left. If he then refuses to turn back to the truth,
fighting him becomes obligatory. The evidence for this is from
the words of Allah Almighty, *And Allah will not mislead apeople
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after He hathguided them, untilafter He made clear to them what tofear.}
(9:115) We must adhere to the example that Allah Almighty has
set forth regarding the people we have to fight by clarifying the
truth to themand calling themto it."74
2. They transgress and kill. As long as they remain peaceful anddo
not expose anyone to harm they are left as they are. However,
when they unlawfully spill blood or take to brigandage, fighting
them becomes obligatoryfor the leader.

ImamAhmad relates a saying of 'Abdullah b. Shaddad regarding 'Ah
j&andtheKhawarij, "Thecontract between usandyouisthatyoushall
notspill blood unlawfully, take tobrigandage, or oppress non-Muslim
citizens. Indeed, if you do that, thenweshall declare war against you
accordingly. Verily Allah loves notthe treacherous." 'A'isha%then said,
"O IbnShaddad, hekilled them!" He responded, "ByAllah, hedidnot
send an army to them until they took to brigandage, spilt blood, and
deemed killing non-Muslim citizens permissible"75—meaning that he
did not sendan armyto fight themuntil theycommitted these crimes.
Look at his words, "Until they deemed killing non-Muslim citizens
permissible," to know theobligation upon Mushms inprotecting non-
Muslims who hve with them when some Muslims transgress against
them.

Abu 'Ubayd al-Qasim b. Sallam related on the authority of Abu
Mijlaz that '"Ah forbade his companions from stretching out their
hands [infighting] the Khawarij until they committed a crime."76 The
meaning of thisis that he forbade themfromfighting themuntil they
committed a grave crime.
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CHAPTER VII

Fighting ISIS is Obligatory

Allah Almighty says in the Holy Quran, {Hence, iftwo groups ofbelievers
fall to fighting, reconcile between them; but then, if one ofthe two groups
transgresses against the other, fight against the one that transgressed until it
reverts to the commandment ofAllah; and ifit does, reconcile again between them
with justice, and deal equitably with them:for verily, Allah loves those who act
equitably!* (49:9)

The Prophet j§& commanded fighting the Khawarij without hesita
tion in order to eradicate the fear and oppression thatspreads through
out society at their hands. He said in a narration transmitted by al-
Bukhari and Muslim, "If I encounter them I shall truly kill them like
'Ad was killed."77 He also commanded pursuing them to kill them, as
related in the two Sahih collections from the narration of'Ali, "Wher
ever you encounter them, kill them, for truly in killing them is a re
wardon the DayofJudgement for whoever does so."78

The Prophet £§» expounded upon the reward for the one who kills
them and the reward for those killed by them,and informed usof their
emergence and rebellion in numerous eras, as he j§i said, narrated by
Imam Ahmad, "When they emerge, kill them, then when they emerge
again, kill them, then when they emerge again, kill them. Glad tidings
to whoever kills them and whomever they kill."79

Inlightof theseproofsfromtheProphetictraditions,MuslimScholars
in the past and in recent times passed judgement on the obligation of
fighting the Khawarij. Ibn Taymiyya said, "The predecessors of the
Muslim Nation and their imams agreed upon fighting them."80 Ibn
Hubayra said, "Indeed fighting the Khawarij is more necessary than
fighting the polytheists, for in fighting them there is preservation of
the core of Islam."8'
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For this reason, I issue the fatwa that fighting the group known as
ISIS is a communal obligation (fard kifayya) upon Muslims. This group
must be fought in order to protect the core of the religion, defend
Muslim lands, protect the blood of the innocent, and raise the banner
of truth. It is not permissible to neglect fighting ISIS and whoever
neglects fighting it, from those upon whomfighting is mandatory, is
sinful. If Muslims do not stand to repel the evil of this treacherous
faction, they will allbe sinful.Furthermore, the burden of guilt on the
rulers is heavier, asjihad can only be conducted under the command
of a legitimate ruler.

Any Muslim who embarks on war against ISIS is truly a mujahid in
thewayofAllah Almighty, obedient to Him,establishing anobligation
of the religion, and acting on behalfof allMuslims. Whoever iskilled
in this war at the hands of ISIS is not simply a martyr, but rather the
best martyr, just as theProphet J§& mentioned.83

A Call to the Followers ofISIS to Repent
Along with this fatwa on the obligation of fighting these Khawarij, I
make afinal appeal to theirfollowers, men and women. I call uponthem
to retreat, repent to Allah Almighty, and return to their roots, Sunni
Islam. It is impermissible to waste the abilities of the Muslim youth
with a war that is destroying Islam, harming it, distorting its image,
chasing people away from it, and provoking hatred and extremism
against Muslims. It isawarfor thesake of aman whoisbartering with
Islam to quench his thirst for blood and satisfy his hunger for power.
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CHAPTER VIII

The Invalidity of the Oath of
Allegiance to al-Baghdadi

allah almighty describes the believers as * those whose rule is done

by consultation amongst themselves* (42:38), referring to government,
supreme authority, thegrand Caliphate, andtheelection of alegitimate
ruler. Al-Bukhari narrates in his Sahih collection that 'Umar ^ said,
"Whoever swears allegiance to a man without consulting the Muslims
is not to be given allegiance to, nor the one whom he gave allegiance
to, in fear they both may be killed."83

The Caliphate is a public affair linked to the entire Muslim Nation
and cannot be settled by a few juveniles, nor can the foolish engage
in discussing it. Dignitaries who exert authority within the Muslim
Nation are the ones who have sole right to it. And these dignitaries
already chose a king, emir, sultan, or president for their countries,
responsible for their economic and political affairs. Therefore, allegiance
to the leader of ISIS known as Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi is fundamentally
impermissible and ultimately void, bearing nolegal consequence as the
local Muslim authorities were not consulted, neither in Syria nor in
Iraq.

Despite al-Baghdadi's claims to the position of caliph, it is evident
that he is far from qualified for this weighty position. Testimony
against him, stating his deviance and incompetence, comes from none
other than one of his teachers, Abu 'Abdillah Muhammad al-Mansur
(al-'Isawi), the commander of what is called "The Mujahidin Army in
Iraq," and oneof the top leaders of theSalafi-Jihadi movement. I quote
him as a further proof against al-Baghdadi, because al-Baghdadi was
his former student, who gave him allegiance and then subsequently
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defected to form hisown group.Al-Mansur authored a book refuting
the falsehood of ISIS, entitled "The Islamic State between Reahty
and Illusion," where he describes this self-proclaimed caliph asbeing
villainous, ignorant, and deviant. He also says, "He did not master
one single book in theology or jurisprudence"—further validating
that this group does not operate based on any Islamic understanding
or principles. It is telling that, even to a jihadi leader, al-Baghdadi's
extremism andignorance areunrivalled. Thelistofleaders oftheSalafi-
Jihadi movement who attacked ISIS and its leadership and opposed
its systematic policy of anathematization, murder, and brutality is
almost endless.84 In addition, there arenumerous examples of hisown
followers who abandoned him, disparaged him, and rejected his claim
to the cahphate.

Therefore, the one who gives allegiance to al-Baghdadi is neither
required to uphold the oath nor obey the one given allegiance.
Maintaining allegiance to himis a major sin anda cause of schism in
the community.

I call on the brigades in Syria who have given allegiance to ISIS
to defect, as it is impermissible to assist these misguided criminals in
killing theinnocent and distorting theimage of Islam. Defecting from
ISIS is indeed a rehgious obhgation. It is not treacherous to abandon
al-Baghdadi, but rather the real treachery for Mushms is swearing
allegiance to the leader of a group that tortures Mushms and deems
their masses as disbehevers.

It mustbepointed out thatobedience to theleaders andcommanders
of this group is legally impermissible as one cannot obey a created
being in disobedience to the Creator, especially if the matteris related
to murder, torture, and harassment. It isobligatory upon one who can
flee and save himself to do soimmediately, lesthe become responsible
for innocentbloodon the DayofJudgement.
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CHAPTER IX

Seeking Assistance from
Non-Muslims

isis has based their anathematization of rulers and the population
at large primarily on the notion that seeking help from non-Muslims
means agreeing to their behefs. With this in mind, I thought it
important to shed some light on the legal ruling of seeking help
from non-Mushms in times of war, concluding that it is permissible.
Furthermore,if it ispermissible in times of war, then its permissibility
in times ofpeace isgreater, thereby nullifying a fundamental principle
that ISIS has used to spill the bloodof innocent Mushms.

The majority of jurists were of the opinion that it is permissible
for Mushms, whenfighting the Khawarij, to seek assistance fromnon-
Mushms in times of necessity, whether that be through additional
fighters, weapons, or experience, if the Mushms are lacking. Leaning
on suchassistance isnot considered supporting a non-Mushm against a
Mushm, but rather it issupporting Islam, establishing the religion, and
eradicating corruptionfrom the Earth.

ISIS justifies its stance using the hadith of 'A'isha £§>, recorded in
Sahih Muslim, inwhich the Prophet §&, sent back apolytheist who came
to fight with the Mushms after asking him, "Do youbelieve in Allah
and His Messenger?" The man said, "No." The Prophet J§fe then said,
"Return, for I shall neverseek helpfrom a polytheist."85 This hadith is
understood in the context that either there wasno necessity in seeking
the polytheist's services, or the Prophet J^ instructed him to return in
hope that he would embrace Islam—which he did, as is mentioned in
the end of the hadith.

Al-Nawawi said:
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It has been reported in another hadith that the Prophet
J^ sought help from Safwan b. Umayya before heembraced
Islam. So a group of scholars took the first narration as a
general overruling statement, whereas Imam al-Shafi'i and
others [took the opinion] that if the non-Muslim provides
only advice to Mushms and necessity calls for seeking his
help,hishelpcouldbe sought, andif thereis no needthen it
is disliked. Hence, by applying the two requirements, he put
both narrations in effect.86

In fact, the scholars used thisopinion to pass judgementduring the
war to liberate Kuwait.87

Seeking assistance fromnon-Muslims today is to strengthen the true
vision of Islam that the Prophet jjf^ was sent with and to eradicate the
evilof thisrebellious group.Islamistrulya religion ofmercy, wisdom,
justice, tolerance and peace. Muslims have been known throughout
history for observing covenants, even when the covenants harmed
them, and that was one of the most significant reasons for the spread
of Islam.

The actions of ISIS are corrosive, distorting the image of Islam,
harming it, and chasing people away from the religion. In actuality,
ISIS isdoinga greatservice to those who hateIslam, asthey think this
perversion is in fact Islam.

When we seek assistance from non-Mushms we do so to support
Muslims across the world, from Indonesia to Morocco, as ISIS has
supporters in everycountry. If theywere able, theywouldcommitthe
same heinous acts or worse in other countries.88

This seeking of assistance isnot tantamount to agreeing with non-
Muslims on their behefs, but rather it is the exchanging of mutual
benefit.They have anevidentinterestwhich does not contradictIslam,
andthatistoprotect theirlives and theirlands from these Khawarij who
revolted, broke covenants, killed non-Mushms citizens, and incited
people incountries with whom we have covenants toact treacherously
and violate their contracts. The Prophet J§i said, inanarration recorded
by al-Bukhari and Mushm, "A banner shall be raised forevery traitor
on theDayofJudgement saying 'Thisisthetreachery of so-and-so.'"89
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In fact, the benefits for Muslims in this are greaterand more important
than they are for non-Muslims.

Shaykh 'Abd al-'Aziz Ibn Baz said, when explaining the difference
between seeking assistance and agreement with non-Muslim beliefs:

Some people think that seeking assistance from polytheists
is considered agreement with their beliefs. It is not, as seeking
assistance isone thing and agreementwith their beliefs isanother.
The Prophet £§», when seeking assistance from al-Mut'im b.
'Addi, 'Abdullah ibn Urayqit, or the Jews of Khaybar, was not
agreeing with the polytheists' beliefs or giving them authority
over Muslims. Rather, he did that out of need for them, to
utilise them in matters that would benefit the Muslims and not

harm them. Likewise, his sending the emigrants from Mecca to
Abyssinia was not an agreementwith the beliefs of the Christians,
but rather he did that in the interests of the Muslims, to mitigate
harms coming to them. Therefore, it is incumbent on Muslims to
distinguish between that which Allah distinguishes and to utilize
each proof in its properplace—and Allah isthe Giver of success.90

The author of the abovementioned fatwa, Shaykh 'Abd al-'Aziz
Ibn Baz, was the previous mufti of Saudi Arabia, the Chairman of
the Permanent Committee for Islamic Research and Fatwa, and the

President of the "Supreme Council of Scholars (Saudi Arabia)." He
was a pivotal figure in the modern Salafi movement. (I use this name
Salafi with reservations to avoid its monopoly by a single group, as
the majority of Sunni Muslims follow the scholars of the pious
predecessors—the Salaf—like Imams Abu Hanifa, Malik, al-Shafi'i,
and Ahmad.)
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CHAPTER X

Legal Rulings Regarding
Muslims in Western Countries

Muslims who live in non-Muslim lands in anycontinent,whether
the population consists of People of theBooklike the United States of
America, or consist of other faiths likein ChinaandJapan,have entered
those countries under covenant and contract, manifested in either the
visa, documents for residency, or citizenship. Each of these documents
which are obtained by a Mushm in non-Muslim lands contain an
agreement, signature, andconsent thatheor she isa peaceful resident,
not a combatant, or that he or sheisa citizen andshall protect the land
in which he or sheis staying, not bean enemy of it.

Deception and treachery are not permissible for Muslims who
hve in Western countries, such as the U.S. or Canada, or in the Far
East in ChinaorJapan, or anywhere else in the world, such as Brazil,
Scandinavia, or Australia. It is impermissible for them to go against
their contract. They must respect the law of the lands in which
they hve, as was the case of the Companions of the Prophet $§& when
they migrated from Mecca to Abyssinia and hved many years under
the shade of a just Christian king. They found security with him
despite the fact that his people were Christians who opposed their
faith.

'Ala' al-Din al-Haskafi al-Hanafi said, "Any Muslim who enters
the land of war under the pledge of security cannot kill, loot, or
commit fornication with any one of them, as Muslims stand by their
contract."91 We must note that there is no war between Mushms and

Western Countries today. War cannot bewaged by individuals, andit
is not permissible for an individual or group to declare war against a
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state; rather, it is exclusively the sultan's authority. There is no jihad
exceptunder the banner of a legitimate ruler.

There are contracts of security between us and the Western
countries that ISIS wants to wage war on, which are exemplified in the
exchange of ambassadors through diplomatic relations. Furthermore,
there is cooperation in many aspects of society including economics,
manufacturing, agriculture, and others in which Muslims require the
experience of more advanced nations. Millions of Muslim immigrants
live in Western countries with security, enjoying thesame rights as the
natives. They live comfortably with a degree of religious and political
freedom they may not find in Islamic countries.

Since the middle of the twentieth century, millions of Muslims
migrated to Europe and the Americas escaping religious oppression in
pursuit of knowledge or seeking a better future for themselves and
their families. They were welcomed in these countries and received
assistance in every manner despite the difference in their religion,
language, culture, and customs. The vast majority of these countries
supported immigrant Muslims without discriminating between them
and the native citizens, so how can a Muslim return the favor by
killing, stealing, and deceiving his sponsors? A God-fearing Muslim
could never justify this type of treachery. To the contrary, Muslims
were known throughout history as an honorable people who upheld
their covenants, even if it brought themselves harm; this display of
magnanimous character was one of the key factors in the spread of
Islam.

There is no justification for Muslims to commit actsof terrorism in
the Western countries in which they reside, even if they are oppressed
or have limited freedom to practice their religion, such as being
banned from wearing the hijab. The only methods they are permitted
to employ to change such policies are those which are both legal and
peaceful, without any transgression, violence, or otherwise illegal
acts as established by the laws of the land. If they find it impossible to
practice their religion or change the policies of the government, they
should simply migrate to a different land where theyhave full freedom
of worship.
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CHAPTER XI

Legal Rulings Regarding
Non-Muslims in

Muslim Countries

in a similar fashion to what was mentioned in theprevious chapter,
any foreign residents, tourists, students, diplomats, journalists, andaid
workers who enterMuslims lands withsecurity dosounderacovenant
and contract. Deceiving or harming them is impermissible. Likewise,
kidnapping foreigners isforbidden93 and any ransom taken inexchange
is unlawful.

Al-Bukhari narrates that the Prophet jfe said, "Whoever kills anon-
Muslim undercontract willnever smell thescent of paradise."93 He $&
also said, "When a Mushm offers protection to a non-Muslim, it is a
covenant and it goes for all. Anyone who breaches this covenant shall
have uponhima curse fromAllah, the angels, andallmankind."94

Hafiz Abu al-Fadl al-'Asqalani said when commenting on theformer
narration, "Anyone who has a contract withtheMushms, whether by
jizya (tax), by a truce from a sultan, or by security from a Muslim, is
included."95

Thepresence of aleader isnotacondition for offering security. If a
non-Muslim enters Muslim lands by the security of one Muslim then
all Muslims must fulfil that pledge, otherwise the claim of security
would be treacherous and treachery isfrom the qualities of hypocrites.

Here one realizes the extent to which ISIS has violated the laws of

Islam, where they combine kilhng and treachery by kidnapping and
murdering foreign aid workers andreporters whohave not committed
any crime, and then gleefully broadcast their brutality to the masses.
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Al-Nawawi said, "What is meant by dhimma (pact of protective
custody for non-Muslims) here is security, meaning that the security
of Muslims for non-Muslimsis valid. If one of the Muslims gives him
security, then it is unlawful for anyone else to expose him to harm as
long as he is under the protection of a Muslim."96 It is not permissible
to kill a non-Muslim under contractual protection nor a non-Muslim
combatant who is given security by a Muslim.

Amongst the rulings of non-Muslim citizens and those under
contractual protection are that they are not to be exposed to any harm
and it is impermissible to destroy any wine or swine a non-Muslim
owns. Imam Kamal al-Din Ibn al-Humam went further and said,

"Backbiting him isunlawful just as backbiting a Muslim is unlawful."97
Ibn 'Abidin adopted this opinion in his sub-commentary known as
Radd al-Muhtar, explaining that oppression against a non-Muslim
citizen is worse, saying that it is "because with the contractual dhimma
(pact) everything obligatory towards [one of] us is obligatory towards
him, so if backbiting a Muslim isimpermissible then backbiting him is
[also] impermissible. Infact, they [scholars] said thatoppression against
a non-Muslim citizen is worse."9S Ibn Hajaral-Haytami mentioned the
same in his book entitled Deterrents from Committing Enormities.99
The Prophetic statements prohibiting oppression against non-Muslim
citizensare mass-transmitted and beyond doubt (mutawatir).'00

Insulting a non-Muslim citizen is a sin requiring a punishment
less than the prescribed penalties. It is related in the original text of
Ibn 'Abidin's sub-commentary that 'Ala' al-Din al-Haskafi said, "If a
Muslim swears at a non-Muslim citizen, he should be punished since
he has committed a sin." By non-Muslim citizen (dhimmi), every non-
Muslim is included whether in our lands or theirs.

Thejurists went a step further by deeming it impermissible to even
say to aJew, Christian, or Zoroastrian, "O infidel (kafir)\" or "you are
an infidel" if it hurts him. A Muslim should be punished for this as he
has committed a sin.10' This is only due to the fact that Islam aspires
to a life of co-existence based upon respecting others in their faith,
feelings, and rights. Islam was a pioneer in this before there were calls
for dialogue between faiths to diffuse tension, or before the call to give
religious minorities their rights.
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In the book al-Iqna', which is a reliable book for fatwa in the
Hanbali legal school, it states, "Whoever curses a non-Muslim citizen
should receive a light punishment." The commentator ImamMansur
al-Bahuti explains this, "It is because a non-Muslim citizen is under
protection and [tainting] his honor is impermissible." He goes on
further to say that cursing a specific individual is impermissible even
if he is a non-Muslimcitizen (dhimmt), statingthat, "As for specifically
cursing a person, its impermissibility is apparent even if he is a non-
Muslim citizen who committed a crime."103

In the encyclopaedias of Islamic law, there are countless examples
of Islam striving forjustice andequality between all citizens, as well as
with enemies at times of peace andtruce.
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Conclusion

Changing the Conditions which Help Extremism Grow

before i finish this fatwa, I would like to direct the attention of
the international community who are fighting ISIS to four points that
I see as the most important reasons which have fuelled the growth of
extremism and assisted in recruiting more fighters in its ranks.

First, it is incumbent upon the government of Iraq to remove
oppression from the Sunni population, to stop discriminating against
them, and to give them their complete political rights, as extremists
exploit the suffering of Sunnis to expand in that region.

Second, it is incumbent upon Bashar al-Assad's regime in Syria to
cede authority to the people as his regime's barbaric crimes against
its citizenry is still the most important factor feeding extremism and
giving birth to terrorism in the region. The failure of the international
community to assist the Syrian people to displace the regime has
opened the door to an influx of foreign fighters into Syria, which
has complicated the cause of the Syrian people and increased their
suffering.

Third, the international community must respect the rights of
Muslim minorities, especially in countries like Myanmar (Burma) and
the Central African Republic, where images of Muslim persecution in
those countries fuel the feelings of revenge amongst extremists, lend
credence to the idea of a conspiracy against Islam, and validate the
concern among Muslims that their blood is cheap.

Fourth, while we acknowledge the differences in values and cultures
between the East and the West and call Muslims to respect Western
societies and cultures, Western countries must also respect Muslim
values and sacred figures and reconsider the boundaries of free speech.
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Conclusion

Thisshould bedonein lightofweighing benefits andharms, especially
when its consequences affect the entireworld.

Persisting in offending theProphetof Islam, for example, will never
makeour war on terror an easy task, but rather it will exacerbate the
feeling of anger among Muslims. This is where malicious terrorist
organizations like ISIS emerge to exploit this anger, fan the flames of
hatredand revenge, and earnsympathy fromlayMuslims.

fcs^

In light of this exposition, it is clear that the followers of ISIS do not
represent Islam whatsoever. They have in fact left Islam, and the so-
called state known as ISIS is certainly not Islamic and could not be
further from the rulings of Islamic law. Theactions of ISIS are simply
a series of crimes perpetrated in the name of Islam. It has attempted
in vain to find supporting evidences in the rich Islamic tradition to
misguide people into thinking it is defending Islam and reviving
the state of Islam. ISIS is led by a handful of criminals and ignorant
extremists who are thirsty for blood and living with envy, hatred and
rebelliousness.

Islam disavows ISIS. TheMessenger of Allah §&, disavows ISIS. The
scholars disavow ISIS.

The followers of ISIS do not want to adhere to Islamic law but

rather they want to twist Islamic law to conform to their fantasies.
To thisend, they pickand choose the evidences that corroborate their
misguidance, despite beingweak or abrogated. They do not want to
follow the Sunna of the Prophet $§&, but rather to twist the Sunna
according to their desires.

In order to confirm this view of ISIS, I draw your attention to
the statement of an ISIS figure, Kamal Zarruq, who said in a Friday
sermon delivered in Tel Abyad, south of Syria, openly expressing
disbelief and shamelessly insulting the Prophet §^ "If Muhammad
was with us he would have joined ISIS."103 He had total behef in his
statement, supplementing it by saying, "By Allah I'm not bothered
aboutthisstatement. Indeed I amcertain thatweareupontruth." This
statement warrants ajudgementof clear disbelief in Islam andaninsult
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to the Prophet of Islam j§i, after which no repentance is accepted.
They deem themselves above the Prophet §& and see the Prophet j§i,
and all Prophets by extension, as their followers, declaring themselves
as the lawgivers. Such statements are unmistakably proclamations of
disbelief. It is therefore no surprise to see them twisting the Shariah
and distorting Islam.

As with all oppressors, Allah Almighty has promised that their de
mise is imminent. As believers and concerned citizens of the world, we
must do our part, working in conjunction with the international com
munity to prevent the proliferation of ISIS, the ideology that begets
such extremist groups, and the conditions that foster their growth.

Servantof the Sacred Knowledge
MUHAMMAD AL-YAQOUBI

Sha'ban 1435 ah
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i Already, al-Qaeda andotherjihadist groups are rallying to the
ISIS flag to face the"War of the Cross" waged against them. And
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who "dealwith the West" (Abdullah of Saudi Arabia, UAE and
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it wants:wide Islamic mobilization, the de-legitimization of
allied Arab leaders, and an inchoate "war" with no strategy or
"endgame" —aprocess Obama isin fact facilitating." See http://
www.huffingtonpost.com/alastair-crooke/how-isis-is-using-
us_b_5877570.html (iast accessed August 24,2015)
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8 DABIQ, The Flood. Ramadan 1435.
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9 DABIQ, The Extinction of the Grayzone. Rabi' al-Akhir 1435.
10 DABIQ, They Plot And Allah Plots. Sha'ban 1436.
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by manmade laws. |ed.]
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29 DABIQ, And Allah is the Best of Plotters. Sha'ban 1436.
30 DABIQ, They Plot And Allah Plots. Sha'ban 1436.
31 Abu Dharr narrated that the Messenger of Allah jk, said, "Truly

after me there is [an in another wording "there shall be"] from my
nation a people who read the Quran though it does not pass their
throats. They shall pass out of the religion just as an arrow passes
out of the prey and shall never return to it. They are the worst
of both men and animals." Recorded by Muslim in the section of
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Zakat under the chapter entitled, "The Khawarij Are the Worst of
Both Men and Animals" (vol. 3 p. 116).

32 Several companions narrated this description fromtheProphet
J§fe, amongst themare 'Ah, Ibn'Abbas, Ibn Mas'ud, Abu Sa'id al-
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byIbnal-Athir, vol. 10 p. 79), and recorded byImam Ahmed in
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disbelievers." The narrator said, "O Abu Umama! Is this what
you are saying? He said, "Rather I heard it from the Messenger
of Allah j&." Recorded byal-Tirmidhi (§3003) in his Jami' under
the chapter entitled, "Exegesis of Surat Al Tmran" and Ibn Majah
under the chapterentitled, "Recounting the Khawarij" (see
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35 cf. (3).
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religion. Al-Bukhari, in thesection "Clinging to the Book and
Sunna," has a chapter entitled, "What Is Disliked Regarding
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Religion and Innovation." (vol. 9 p. 97)

38 'Ubaydullah b. Abi Raff, the freed servant of the Messenger of
Allah J&, narrated that when the Haruriyya [another name for
the Khawarij] revolted while he was with 'Ali b. Abi Talib, they
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would say, "There isno ruleexcept for Allah." 'Ah then said,
"Aword of truth thoughevilisintended byit. The Messenger
of Allah §& described a people and trulyI see theirtraits in
these. They speak the truth with their tongues thoughit does
not pass this"—and hepointed to his throat. "They," hesaid,
"areamongst the most hated of creation byAllah..." This was
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Zakat, in the chapterentitled, "Recounting the Khawarij " (vol. 3
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On Minorities in Syria
Interview with Shaykh Muhammad al-Yaqoubi

byMatthew Barber, May 31, 2015*

sheikh muhammad al-yaqoubi is a respected Sufi scholar and
teacher from Damascus who has been an outspoken voice against IS
and other extremist groups in Syria. Throughout the course of the
uprising, he has been consulted by rebel fighters seeking guidance
regarding their conduct in the war. In this capacity, the Sheikh has
provided numerous fatwas against acts of extremism, violence against
civiHans, sectarian violence, and the kilHng of prisoners. Sheikh
Yaqoubi has previously been interviewed for Syria Comment, and
more information on his background and activities can be found in
that article.

This past week, Sheikh Yaqoubi pubHshed a short bookcontaining
a detailed reHgious argument against the behavior and tactics of IS.
The first of its kind, the bookisentitled The Obligation to Fight ISIS: A
Detailed Fatwa Proving That ISIS Have Strayed from Islam, Opposed
Sharfah and That Fighting Them is Obligatory. (The title of the Arabic
version is: <-*>dj ^HS jlj rfj>- ,j&-\s C)l ^^1 ii aJuoa*y* :ZaI\ iUiJ) A
strong refutation of IS' ideology, this work is designed to influence
Syrian fighters against IS as weU as to curb IS' recruitment of Muslim
youth around the world. It can also serve to encourage IS fighters to
leave the organization. An Arabic version of the book has just been

* Original interview found athttp://www.joshualandis.com/blog/sheikh-
muhammad-al-yaqoubi-responds-to-al-julanis-al-jazeera-interview/ (last accessed
August 20,2015)
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published in Turkey and is available heref; an English version is
forthcoming. The book refutes IS on theological grounds for many
aspects of its practice and positions, including their revival of slavery
practices [...]

Also this past week, al-Jazeera ran an in-depth interview with Abu
Mohammed al-Julani, the leader of Jabhat al-Nusra, Syria's al-Qaida
organization. [...] Eyebrows have been raised by what has appeared as
an attempt to improve Nusra's image as a more moderate alternative to
IS that does not practice takfir (the practice of declaring a Muslim an
unbelieveror apostate).

I spoke with Sheikh Yaqoubi on Friday. He shared with me his
current efforts to ideologically combat IS, aswell as his thoughts on the
way that al-Jazeera handled the interview with al-Julani, the ranking
representative of al-Qaida in Syria. Belowisour discussion.

Sheikh Muhammad, what did you make of al-Jazeera's
interview with Abu Mohammed al-Julani?

The interview was fifty minutes of mocker)'—a scandal for
professional journalism. It is unbelievable that al-Jazeera is doing the
dirty job of beautifying this man before tens of millions of viewers,
ordinary Muslims, telling them that he is a good man who is doing
a good job, helping the Syrian people, a good Muslim, a moderate
Muslim—he's not! It was clear from the interview that the ideology
of al-Nusra Front has not changed. Al-Julani twice confirmed his
allegiance to al-Qaida, saying that he receives orders from its leader
Dr. Aymenn [al-Zawahiri], and the interviewer never interjected any
question about this. All the interviewer did was attempt to portray
him as a nice man. He never asked him a critical question; he never
challenged him.

What do you think ishappening today that allowsanimportant
representative of al-Qaida to be featured on television in an
accepting way by a mainstream voice of the media?

This question should be directed to Qatar's government. Why are
they doing this?

| http://www.joshualandis.com/blog/\vp-content/uploads/%D8%A5%D9%86%
D9%82%D8%A7%D8%Bo-%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%A3%D9%85%D8%A9.pdf(last
accessed August 20, 2015)
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Themanclearly stated thathehasn't abandoned any of his principles.
He only stated one thing that differs from his earher positions: he
says that he has received orders from al-Qaida leader Dr. Ayman to
not target the West. This is the only real [ideological] change from
what he conveyed in his earHer interview in 2013. Now they are just
trying to get statements from him to the effect that "we do not do
takfir." And yet in the same interview, he confirmed the extreme
position that visiting shrines of saints is kufr or shirk, accusing people
who visitshrines of beingmushrikiin [those who "commitpolytheism"
by ascribing "partners" to God]. This means he is going to have to
consider most Sunni MusHms apostates (which for him could mean
having to kill them) because theyhave shrines of saints andvisitthem,
suchas our shrine for Ibn 'Arabi in theheartof Damascus, or in Konya
the shrine for Mawlana Rumi, the most famous Muslim saint in the
world. You have saints everywhere, from Morocco to South Africa,
from Indonesia to Istanbul. AH these MusHms are mushrikiin—non-

MusHms, unbeHevers—according to him? How can this be? This
ideology is aHen to the Syrian people and to the nature of Islam in
Syria.

And ironically—or perhaps even sarcastically—they are trying to
present him as so friendly toward [minority] sects.

As he said that Nusra will not kill Alawites or Druze.

Druze and Alawites—"if they don't fight us, if they don't work
with Assad," then theywfll not kfll them.

But he made changing their religion a prerequisite for this.
This is the keymomentwherethe interviewer failed to interrupt to

pose any hard questions. He [al-Julani] gave two conditions. The first
was that theyabandon Assad, or defect—and this istheunderstandable
poHtics of war. But the second condition, at which the interviewer
did not pause to question him, was, when talking about the Druze
viUages in IdHb, he said "we have sent them du 'at" [proselytizers],
people to correct their dogma or their Islam." And about Alawites,
also he repeated that "if they accept Islam, we'U be fine with them."
His approach to Druze and Alawites is that they should become
Muslims and "then we wfll accept them," which differs from the
long-estabHshed position adopted by Sunnis, such as the Hanafis and
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Malikis, who accepted these groups andmade themequal to the People
of the Book. Al-Julani's position means that Alawites have the only the
choices of converting to Islam or being killed; they would not even be
extended the option of deportation.

Now, these Alawites and Druze, along with the Isma'ilis, have lived
sideby sidewith SunniMuslims forovera thousandyears, and Mushms
did not attempt to erase, eradicate, or convert them, even though
Muslims had power, as the rulers of the land, such as the Ottomans.
This is because it is part of our legal system that these people could be
treated as the People of the Book, which means they are full citizens
of the countries where they live. It is in the Hanafi school, the Malaki
school, it is even one opinion of Ahmadibn Hanbal.

Now I understand the position of the Shafi'is, but it was never
practiced, sowhypick it upafter all these centuries? While themajority
of Muslim scholars say that even mushrikiin can be treated as the People
of the Book? Imam Malik says this very clearly and so does Abu
Hanifa. This was practiced for many centuries in Syria, so why now?
Why turn the tables after all of this history and begin forcing people
into Islam? Al-Julani wants to claim to be more loyal to Islam than the
Muslims? Morethan the Ottomans, more than the Ayubids, more than
the Abbasids, more than the Umayyads, more than the companions of
the Prophet? This isvery strange.

What Shafi'i position were you referring to?
The Shafi'is said thatjizya can only be taken from Christians, Jews,

and Magians [Zoroastrians], not from others. But this has never been
practiced; the Shafi'i opinion on this has neverbeen followed. Wehave
a rule in fiqh: "Practice takes priority." In other words, the position
of a madhab that becomes majority practice is validated, whereas an
opposing position of another madhab, if not followed in a certain land,
cannot be practiced there. Therefore the Shafi'i position on this has
become invalid in Syria andneighboring countries because it was never
adopted by any Muslim government. This is even echoed now by one
of the major leaders of the current Salafi-jihadi movement, Abu Basir
al-Tartusi, whostates that the majority opinion on this is superior and
should be practiced, and that all should be considered as People of the
Book and should not be forced into Islam. He says this on his website.
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Help me understand the difference between the Shafi'is on
the one side, and the Hanafis and Malikis on the other. Both
would agree that the option to payjizya [rather than convert] is
providedto the People of the Book, but the difference is about
who is considered Peopleof the Book?

The difference isabout who canbe annexed to the category, i.e. who
can be merged into the People of the Book. It is about whether the
"People of the Book" can be extended to include others who canbe
treated as the People of the Book, or not. Because in the past, when
MusHms waged wars, they always offered the enemy three options
before fighting: i) the enemy could become Muslim, 2) they could
remain non-Muslim andpayjizya, or 3) theycould choose to fight. So
for mushrikiin, the payment ofjizya was not considered an option, in
some opinions. But this was in regards to pagans among theArabs. And
the Hanafis, for example, and the Malikis on a larger scale, and even
Ahmad ibn Hanbal according to one narration from him, aU quote
hadith from the Prophet, salla Allah 'alayhi wa sallam, reporting that
when he sentpeople to fight pagan mushrikiin, he asked them to offer
[to the latter] all three options. This means that even pagans cannot be
forced into Islam, if they choose to pay jizya. There is also another
hadith,one about the Magians, in Sahih Bukhari, that says "treat them
Hke the People of the Book."

So from these proofs, these portions of hadith tradition, among
others,scholars andMusHmjuristswenton to say that aU non-MusHm
sects are annexed to the People of the Book. Let me state it clearly:
MusHms were not keen on kilHng people. Muslims tried to save the
Hves of people underany pretext when any proofwas available. They
valued human Hfe as God's creation, so when they found these clear
proofs from among the words of the Prophet, they knew that Islam
was a reHgion of mercy, because this is the higher purpose of the
shari' a: mercy—not kilHng people, not harshness, not savagery.

Thiswas the practiced patternwhenMuslims hadpower. Today
MusHms areweak, anda group Hke al-Nusra thinks that it can
survive andbecome a superpower? This is ridiculous. Muslims were
superpowers andcontroUed two thirds of theworld, andtheydid not
eradicate sects. They did not force theminto Islam.
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So when al-Julani mentioned placing du at among the Druze
in Idlib, the interviewer did not interrupt him to question the
practice.

He didn't challenge him at all. The way that al-Julani put it was
"we sent missionaries, du 'at, to them, to correct for them their
misunderstandings of Islamic dogma." But Julani is very aware that
Druze are considered non-Muslims in books of theology. When they
have freedom, they will identify as Druze.

There is no basis for forcing or pressuring others to enter Islam. In
my new book on fighting ISIS, I mention that it is even forbidden to
slander a Christian or another non-Muslim. Ibn Nujaim, one of the
greatest scholars offiqh and usul al-fiqh in the Hanafi school, said that
it is haram, forbidden, to say to a non-Muslim: "you kafir,"because it
upsets him, and you are not supposed to upset him by pointing out his
difference in behefs. This has been established in Islam for centuries.

This is why when I once spoke in America at the Catholic University
in Washington, I said that the concept of "tolerance" is alien to us,
because tolerance means "bearing upwith difficulty," i.e. doing a favor
to the other. It is derived from the Latin verb tolerarewhich means "to

endure pain." The Muslim relationship toward other sects was not
based in "doing the favor" of tolerating them; they considered their
separate beliefs as their right. Ibn 'Abidin even says in hisbookRadd Al-
Muhtar that oppression against non-Muslims is worse than oppression
against Muslims.

So where do these people like Julani and Baghdadi come from?
But this is what results when they destroy the twelve-century-long
corpus of law of the four schools. This is what you get: everyone is
implementing his own opinion. Everyone who carries a gun is now
a mujtahid or a mufti, producing his own fatwas and acting as judge.
They claim to act in reference to the book of Allah and the sunna of
hisProphet, salla Allah 'alayhi wa sallam, but they act according to their
own understanding—or misunderstanding.

Islamic law develops [over time]. One of its beautiful characteristics
is its flexibility. We have certain things that are constant over time,
things like the pillars of Islam (prayer, fasting, and so forth), but then
wehave things that may evolve andchange over time. Therearea lot of
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these things, includingjizya. It isnotsomething that isrigidly defined,
even thoughit ismentioned in theQuran.

So what do you think wasthe goalof that interview?
The purpose of the interview seemed to be just to eHcit certain

statements from al-Julani, particularly that "we don't do takfir to
anyone," inaway that would increase his appeal to the pubhc. Itwas a
very dangerous interview.

And in the interview we don't really see arenouncing of takfiri
practice or ideology?

No. And even if we did, there is more at issue with al-Qaida than
thepractice of takfir. Forexample, anyone who beHeves in democracy,
for them, is a heretic. Anotherexample: anyMuslim ruler or country
that enters an alHance with or seeks assistance from a non-Muslim

country—they become unbeHevers. There are many problems with
al-Qaida, andtheideology isbasicaUy thesame as thatof ISIS, though
ISIS has more extreme practices that have now made al-Qaida look
nice. Butweknowthatseveral thousand fighters moved fromal-Nusra
to ISIS.

Throughout the Syria conflict, every time a more radical
groupwould appear, it wouldmakethe groups preceding it look
less bad. People wereconcerned aboutIslamist groups, but after
Nusra emerged, it began to appear as the biggerthreat, making
the other Islamists appear more moderate. After ISIS emerged,
even Nusra began to look better, simply because it was not as
extreme. People would perceive any opposition to whatever was
the more extreme party asa good thing.

[laughing] WeU if you beHeve inrelativity, then thatisthecase! But
wedon'tbeHeve in relativity in this criminal arena. You can'tsay that a
murderer whokills oneperson isasaint because someone else iskilHng
more.

Let me ask you how you perceive the recent successes ofNusra
and other Islamists. You are someone who wants to see a future

peace in Syria, and you seeboth the Assad regime and Nusra as
obstaclesto that peace.So when you seeAssadlosing ground and
Nusra or other Islamist groups gaining ground, do you interpret
this asa positiveor negativedevelopment, or neither?
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Kicking the regime out of areas like Idlib isdefinitely good, but the
ultimate solution for the crisis in Syria will be political. Sometimes
people are happy that a piece of land is liberated, but then you see
barrel bombs falling on people morning and night in that area, killing
civilians and innocents. So it is good that the regime is now weaker,
thatmore people are safe from the tortureof theregime's prisons, from
its special art in killing people. But what we need is to finally reach a
political solution, where no fighting takes place.

Until now the regime has refused to talk seriously about any
political solution. Do you think that with all its recent losses it
may experience enough pressure that going to the negotiating
table will become a real possibility?

I think that there may now be an agreement to get rid of Assad.
Even Russia and Iran now believe that he has become a burden. But

what system would follow? Of course Iran wants to guarantee its own
interests in the country, and Russia wants to guarantee its interests.
We do not want the major destruction of Damascus. So what is
happening now is more military pressure on the regime to bring it
to the negotiating table, where hopefully Assad could step down, an
interim council would be created to which power would be handed
over, and we would eventually witness a new Syria.

If that doesn't happen and the present fight continues to move,
say to Latakia or Damascus, the destruction will just go on.

Let me say this: continuing the fight is no longer in the interest of
Syrians.

Including the opposition.
Including theopposition because theopposition isnot in power and

isnot represented bythepeople fighting on theground. Those fighting
are mainly extreme groups like ISIS and others who want to impose
their own version of Islam, which is alien to the moderate Sunni Islam
that the region has known for centuries. When you look at the four
schools you realize that Islam is not about killing. Forexample, Islamic
penalties could not be implemented in times of war, times of famine,
times of ignorance and soforth. By puttingIslamic penalties on hold, I
amnot challenging thebook of Allah or thesunna. Iamnotchallenging
thebooks olfiqh. I amprecisely following the reliable opinion of every
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school of law. Shari' a is not about Islamic penalties; these extreme
groups have reduced shari' a to Islamic penalties, they have reduced
shari' a to jizya for non-Muslims. What about truthfulness, what
about mercy, what about respect for citizens, what about protecting
Hfe? Islam is about these things.

Tell me about the new book you havewritten. It isa long fatwa
about IS. What do you hope to accomplish with it?

First of aU, I have seen a lot of need, from inside Syria and from
around the world. From inside Syria I receive questions from fighters
and commanders, from certain mflitary groups, asking whether they
should engage in thewaragainst ISIS, asking whether ISIS are Muslims
andwhether they canfight against Muslims. Andfrom non-Muslims
around theworld, youareaware howmuch fuss thereisaboutISIS and
itscrimes, especially after theburning aHve of theJordanian pilotMuaz
al-Kasasbeh, Allah have mercyon him. So I saw the strong need [for
an authoritative reHgious response to this], and therewas only the one
letter that was issued before, that I cosigned [www.lettertobaghdadi.
com], but which did not go into enough detail regarding the proofs
for the refutation of ISIS, but which mainly presented the basics. So
I wrote this book directing the reader to the major positions held
by ISIS, such as allegiance to Baghdadi and its vaHdity, kidnapping,
burning, slavery. Slavery is one of the major issues and I mentioned
that asjurists,doctors of the law, fromanIslamic pointofviewwe are
boundbyinternational lawon the issue, whichwe [Muslim countries]
have signed, and Muslims must not breach their promises. Slavery
should not bepracticed andcannot bepracticed; it isnowforbidden in
Islam for it to bepracticed. Thisdoes not contradict thebookof AUah
or the sunna of the Prophet; it is rather in conjunction with them,
because in Islam weareordered to respect our covenants andcontracts.
Before the coming of Islam, the ProphetMohammed participated in a
covenant caUed the Hilfal-Fudul thatwas made among tribes in Mecca
to protect the oppressed. And after the message of Islam had come,
the Prophet said that if he was again invited to such an accord that
he would agree to it. So slavery in Islam is not obHgatory; it is not
the only option. Slavery was one option in Islam only because it was
practiced in the worldinto which Islam came, andif the world comes
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to agreeon aboHshing it, we are bound by this. Evenmore so because
our enemies do not enslave us. The only case in which slavery could
stiU be appHed would be if the world were to abohsh the Declaration
of Human Rights and begin to enslave Muslims. In such a scenario,
MusHms couldenslave theirenemies as a kind of reciprocity. But this
is impossible, an entirelyimaginary hypothesis. There is now no place
for slaveryat all; it is out of the question.

Now when we spokein 2013, youmentioned that many fighters
were seeking your religious guidance, sometimes about relations
with other groups, sometimes about fighting the regime. As
the first sheikh to issue a fatwa validating resistance against the
regime after its use of violence against the peaceful protesters,
you playedan important role in legitimizing the armed struggle
of the opposition. I wonder now, in early 2015, whether similar
numbers of fighters still consult you.

No. The reason is that many moderate fighters, for financial reasons
or for lack of weapons andarms support, moved tojoin with al-Nusra
or others. Three years ago there were so many miHtary groups on the
ground. Many of them were moderate and were fighting for a new
Syria, and their goalwas to takeout the regime, not to create that form
of a statewhich Nusraor ISIS isseeking to estabhsh now. Weallknow
that many Syrian fighters are now with ISIS or Nusra—they are weU
paid. Many looked at the international community with frustration,
because they didn't see anysupport.

But some still contact me and I have received requests from some
of themajor miHtary groups that still exist, from around thecountry.
Their questions now are not about the regime but mainly concern
fighting ISIS.

How much practicalinfluence do you think that your book can
have?

It is designed to impact three target groups. The first group is the
fighters inside Syria.

And can it physically reach them?
Yes. Onemajor rebel groupinside Syria has already requested 10,000

copies ofit. Asecond grouphas requested 5,000 copies. These aregood
signs. They want to educate their fighters, to discuss what is right and
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wrong, whorepresents Islam, and what kind of Islam istobepracticed.
So this isvery encouraging. And this isjust in thefirst few days. Bythe
way, I have pubHshed 25,000 copies [in Turkey, to be distributed to
Syrian fighters] atmy own expense. I have had nosponsors. Butwe are
expecting that 100,000 copies wfll eventually beneeded.

The second target groupfor thebook is theyouthoutside of Syria,
around the world, who areat riskfor recruitment.They canbe reached
onHne, and when they read this book they wfll reaHze that ISIS does
not represent Islam. Through this effort we wfll try to minimize the
levels of recruitment. Thatiswhythere are versions inbothArabic and
EngHsh.

And the thirdtarget group isacademia andthemedia. I receive a lot
of questions from both academia and themedia about the legal stance
of Islam and thevarious schools on these issues, and thiswork canhelp
answer those questions from concerned observers.

We are hopeful about the potential of this book and feel that its
reception is promising.
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REFUTING ISIS

the islamic state in Syria and Iraq (ISIS) constitutes the most
serious threat Islam has ever faced.

To justify its horrible crimes and appeal to MusHms around the
world, ISIS has based its ideology on a superficial and HteraHst
approach to the Sacred Texts of Islam - the Holy Qur'an and the
Prophetic Tradition. ISIS manipulates reHgion to brainwash angry
young Muslims, who have Httle knowledge of Islamic theology and
jurisprudence.

Therefore, theMusHm scholars are obliged torespond withacounter-
narrative that elucidates the reaHty of Islam and its commitment to
tolerance. There exists a plethora of proofs thatdemonstrates ISIS'
actions do not represent Sunni Islam anditsclaims arebased on clear
fallacies.

The author, Shaykh Muhammad Al-Yaqoubi, a renowned scholar
and one of the 500 most influential MusHms in the world today,
presents in thisinvaluable booka thorough refutation ofISIS' beHefs
and crimes. Providing authentic quotes that destroy theallegations
of ISIS, Shaykh Al-Yaqoubi reaches the conclusion that this group
does not represent Islam, itsdeclaration of acaliphate isinvaHd, and
fighting it isanobhgation upon Muslims.
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